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How to Use this Manual
Start small. Dream big. Involve everyone.
This FIT Trail How-To Manual is designed to help community leaders, municipal planners, recreation directors,
health promoters, and educators enhance the interpretative value of outdoor spaces, especially walking and
hiking trails that appeal to families and school groups. It is geared to existing trails, but can also be integrated
into the planning of new pathways and open spaces.
Followin this step-by-step process will help your group define various aspects of a typical FIT trail and its
interpretive components. Upon completion, it provides a working blueprint for the development of an
enhanced outdoor trail featuring the natural and cultural heritage of the area.
While the thematic content of this guide focuses on the Ottawa Valley, Ontario, Canada, the step-by-step
planning system can be adapted to walking and hiking trails almost anywhere.

Use this checklist to ensure you don’t miss a step of the FIT development process:

o

OUR FIT PROJECT: Define key elements that will make your FIT trail a reality.

5

o

CONNECTIVITY: Make the community links to creating enhanced outdoor experiences.

8

o

RESOURCES: Create an inventory of the stories and setting that will motivate your trail users.

12

o

ENVIRONMENT: Take a snapshot of the landscape and its environmental influences.

16

o

DESIGN: Apply best practices to maximize existing infrastructure.

20

o

STEWARDSHIP: Define a plan for protecting and sustaining your FIT trail.

25

o

THEME AND TOPICS: Select a rich and varied collection of trail topics.

27

o

MAPPING: Plot a trail that reflects the area’s natural and cultural heritage.

60

o
o

I
NTERPRETATION: Integrate these customized components into your FIT trail.

A
PPENDIX I: Experiential Activites

64
79

Choose from a selection of games and activities that will enhance the FIT trail experience.

o

APPENDIX II: FIT Case Study - McNaughton Trail Leader’s Guide

Use this concise guide to develop a Leader’s Guide for your FIT trail.

4

91

Our FIT Project

Our FIT Project
Project Name

Project Lead Partner

Project Partners
The most successful FIT projects are those based on a collaborative, multi-sector approach.
Define the partners involved in planning, developing and marketing your FIT trail:
O Clubs and Community Organizations___________________________________________________________
O Business Improvement Areas/Chambers of Commerce____________________________________________
O First Nations______________________________________________________________________________
O Health Units and Organizations_______________________________________________________________
O Libraries_________________________________________________________________________________
O Municipal Planners, Community and Economic Development Officers________________________________
O Ontario Parks_____________________________________________________________________________
O Recreation and Physical Activity Organizations___________________________________________________
O School Boards, Schools and Educators__________________________________________________________
O Seniors Organizations_______________________________________________________________________
O Stewardship Groups________________________________________________________________________
O Tourism Associations_______________________________________________________________________
O Visitor Information and Interpretive Centres_____________________________________________________
O Youth Groups _____________________________________________________________________________
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Parameters
Are you planning to enhance an existing trail or green space, or are you starting from scratch and creating a
brand new trail or enhanced outdoor space?
Define the stage of existing infrastructure along the proposed FIT trail:
O Existing trail/green space: well-used
O Existing trail/green space: frequently used
O Existing trail/green space: rarely used
O New trail/green space
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Trail Impacts
Consider the impact of this trail on the people, spaces and businesses that surround it.
Define the neighbours that will be impacted, both positively and negatively, by your FIT trail project:
O ________________________________________________________________________________________
O ________________________________________________________________________________________
O ________________________________________________________________________________________
O ________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the benefits your FIT trail could bring to its surroundings:
O Increased access to enhanced outdoor spaces
O Links to connecting trail network and outdoor spaces
O Community stewardship of the FIT Trail
O Increased understanding and stewardship of natural and cultural heritage of the community
O Destination for tourists, resulting in positive economic impact
O Integration into local school curriculum and recreation
O Improved mental and physical health of trail users
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Define the negative effects your FIT trail may have on these neighbours:
O Increased traffic
O Increased noise
O Reduced privacy
O Negative impact on the environment
O Negative impact on threatened species
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Our FIT Project

FIT Trail Budget
Expenditure Description

Cash

Project Coordination

Advisors and Partners

Research and Writing

Photography and Illustrations

Development of Electronic Art

Production of Interpretive Blades

Materials and Installation of Posts

TOTALS
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In-kind

Source

Connectivity

Connectivity
If we can build a successful community for children, we will create a
successful community for all people.
~ c. o’brien ~

Nature trails and green spaces, tied to outdoor interpretive programming and free play, can provide excellent
opportunities for raising awareness and instilling stewardship qualities in people young and old. Until the age
of ten years, children can be considered integral to the ecosystem. Then, as they mature into adults, ideally
they evolve into keepers of the natural and cultural heritage of their community.
Target Markets
Since our children spend most of their time with parents and caregivers, it’s important that we design outdoor
play spaces that provide enhanced experiences for a broad spectrum of age groups and interests.
Define the target market(s) for your FIT trail:
O Families – Self-guided

O Families – Guided

O School Groups – Guided

Natural
Environment

Healthy
Community
Youth as
Natural
Leaders

Physical
Activity

Economic
Development

O Other

Health &
Well Being
Sustainability

Culture &
Heritage

Play

Tourism

Biophilia
Environmental
Education

The FIT trail enhancement model is designed to encourage multi-sector collaboration in a community.
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Collaboration
As with any community initiative, the most successful FIT projects are those that optimize the sustainable
resources of a community. This strategy is best achieved through the collaboration of a broad base of crosssectoral expertise and assets.
Define the collaborative resources that you plan to integrate into your FIT trail:
O Accessible outdoor spaces

O Local strengths and exisitng initiatives

O Combined expertise

O Healthy natural environment

Healthy Natural
Environment
Combined
Expertise

Local Strengths
& Existing Initiatives

Accessible
Outdoor
Spaces

Collaborative resources essential to the success of a FIT trail.
Connections
The spaces that surround us shape and define our choices. They connect us to our culture, community, history
and natural environment. Making these connections is directly related to the availability of local opportunities
for exploring enhanced outdoor spaces. For people of all ages, increased access to nearby trails and green
space has a postive impact on personal health and quality of life.
Define the community connections that will be strengthened by your FIT trail project:
O Natural pathways will provide increased local opportunities for experiential and imaginative play
O Increased use of green space will have a positive impact on the health of local residents and visitors
O Engaging children and adults with natural spaces will fuel a sense of wonder and creativity
O Active outdoor recreation will foster an appreciation and understanding of heritage and stewardship
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Integrated Links
It’s second nature to focus on natural resources in an outdoor setting. However, every landscape also has a
cultural geneaology that’s often just as rich. The ideal FIT trail interprets a range of themes and topics that
celebrate a region’s natural, cultural and First Nations heritage.
Confirm that each of the following integrated links will be interpreted along your FIT trail:
O Natural Heritage

O Cultural Heritage

O First Nations history

Inherent Learning
By exploring and being active in outdoor spaces, we gain a better understanding of how nature and cultural
heritage shape our lives and the community of which we are a part. If children can absorb information as they
play, learning is natural and fun.
Define the links that you plan to promote to help children learn while playing along your FIT trail:
O Trail to child

O Trail to family

O Trail to home

O Trail to school

O Trail to community

O Trail to world

Experiential Play
Play is an essential part of a child’s healthy social, cognitive, physical and emotional development. Each
element of a FIT trail incorporates the value of outdoor and nature play, both structured and unstructured.
Confirm that you will integrate these principles into the development of your FIT trail:
O Allow time for unstructured play
O Ensure the experience is child-centered
O Provide opportunities for imaginative play
O Involve both children and adults

natural
heritage

cultural
heritage
FIT

experiential
activities

Essential components of a FIT trail
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Walkability
Communities that embrace a culture of walking promote a healthy lifestyle for children and adults alike. FIT
trails are designed to get people more active outdoors more often, by spurring repeat visits to green spaces
that may otherwise have been overlooked.
Define how this FIT trail will support your community’s efforts to support a culture of walking:
O Increase walkability infrastructure
O Promote positive image of walkers and walking
O Enrich resources for school programming, walking clubs and community events
O Strengthen walkable-community branding
Risk
As you consider the child oriented challenges along your FIT trail, it’s important to assess these components
from a rich-benefit versus risk-benefit perspective, where potential positive impacts are weighed against
potential risks. Remember: children love a challenge!
Define how you will balance rich versus risk along your FIT trail:
O Integrate activities that will be child-led
O Design programs that allow children to challenge their skills and scope
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Resources
We can make people healthier, by making them happier.
~ c. o’brien ~

A vibrant FIT trail at the heart of your community will become integral to the lifestyles of the people who live,
work and visit there.
Core Resources
Best practices promote the integration of existing spaces and pathways that require minimal resources to
enhance and sustain them.
Define the core resources that will support your FIT Trail:
O Easy access to open spaces and/or woodland pathways
O Shared-use spaces (school yards, parks)
O Walking/cycling paths linking areas of interest
O Appealing landscapes and/or architectural features
O Amenities (washrooms, sit spots, shade)
Trail Type
Consider enhancing an existing trail that connects with green spaces and other trails. Look for natural pathways
that will require minimal clearing or construction.
Define the type of FIT trail you are developing:
O Woodland path

O Link trail

O Open green space

O School yard

O Park

O Garden

O Combination of types
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Motivators
A trail can mean different things to different user groups. FIT trails are designed to get children and families
physically active as they explore and learn in the outdoors.
Define the key motivator(s) of your FIT trail:
O Recreation and Fitness

O Outdoor Experience

O Unstructured Play

O Interpretation and Education

O Reflection and Meditation
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
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Trail Setting
The location or setting of your FIT trail will help define its overall theme and the various topics you choose to
interpret along its route.
Define the setting of your FIT trail:
O Field

O Historic site

O Lakeshore/river/stream

O Mixed forest

O Outdoor museum

O Playground

O Recovering forest

O Wetland

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Safety
Learning how to manage risk is an essential part of growing up. The ideal FIT trail provides the opportunity for
children and families to balance the benefits and risks of play.
Define the level of trail safety on your FIT trail:
O Very Safe

O Moderately safe

O Unsupervised

O Supervised

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Seasons
Scout the trail in all four seasons to define the features and hazards that will affect its use and maintenance.
Define the seasons in which your FIT trail is accessible:
O all 4 seasons

O Spring

O Summer

O Fall

O Winter
Trail Limits/Obstacles
All properties have physical or jurisdictional constraints that affect the length, grade and shape of a trail.
Define the physical obstacles that affect the location or plan of your FIT trail:
O Steep slope

O Rocky soil

O Sand dune

O Cliff

O Rock ledge

O Eroding bank

O Steep-sided gully

O Gorge subject to flash floods

O Water body

O Wetland

O Habitat for species-at-risk

O Historic and/or cultural sites

O Archaeological site

O Fence
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O Highway

O Sources of objectionable sound

O Sources of objectionable views

O Property boundaries

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Points of Interest
As you set your trail, define a pathway that encompasses features of natural and cultural significance that will
encourage users to stop and explore, and keep coming back for more.
Define the points of interest along your FIT trail:
O Unusual landforms (sink hole, esker, sand dune)

O Different forest types or ages

O Forest opening

O Grassland

O Farm land (especially if it attracts feeding wildlife)

O Scenic vista

O Boulders

O Rock outcrop

O Wetland

O Ephemeral pond

O Lake

O River

O Creek

O Waterfall

O Historic and/or cultural site

O Archaeological site

O W
 ildlife habitats (den trees, rock piles, dense thickets, layers of forest vegetation, water sources, sand banks,
cliffs, caves, crevices)
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Constructed Habitats
Various constructed habitats can be integrated into a trail plan to attract wildlife to the area.
Define the constructed habitats that are integral to your FIT trail plan:
O Nesting boxes

O Breeding sites

O Food plots

O Feeding stations

O Roost poles

O Watering devices

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Anchor Points
In addition to interpretive features, it’s important to integrate subtle anchor points at regular intervals.
Define the anchor points along your FIT trail:
O Large or unusual trees

O Rocks or boulders

O Brush pile

O Snags

O Den trees

O Shrubs

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Natural Resources
When planning a FIT trail, consider the importance of identifying and protecting native species and the impact
of introduced and invasive species whether plant, animal or other organisms. As you proceed with your
planning phase, be sure to contact your local office of the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources to learn more
about the flora and fauna along your trail that require consideration.
Define the natural resource subcategories along your FIT trail:
O Interesting native species of flora
O Interesting native species of fauna
O Threatened or endangered species of flora
O Threatened or endangered species of fauna
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Cultural Heritage Resources
It’s critical to take an inventory of the cultural heritage resources -- both visible and hidden – that should
be protected as part of your FIT trail project. Disturbance or compaction of soil and vegetation can cause
irreparable harm to artifacts and cultural features. If your project requires a government permit, license or
public funding, a cultural heritage resources management review may be required. To learn more about local
sites of cultural heritage significance, consider contacting a professional archaeologist.
Define the cultural heritage resource subcategories along your FIT trail:
O Historic structures (buildings, dams, bridges, fire towers, etc)
O Archaeological sites (above and below ground)
O Cemeteries (including unmarked historic cemeteries, burial mounds and other ancient burials)
O Traditional-Use Areas (where natural resources are gathered for food, medicine or ceremony)
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Environment
Developing a local sense of place leads organically to a bioregional sense of place,
then hopefully to biospheric consciousness.
~ d. sobel ~

The location of your FIT trail will heavily influence its route, theme, and interpretive topics and activities. Take a
look at the environmental conditions and disturbances that shape this outdoor space.
Climate
Consider the climate and how it determines which plants and animals are able to live in any given area. Only
plants and animals with physiological and behavioral adaptations to the local climate will persist over the long term.
To what extent does climate influence the plants and animals of your FIT trail?
O Very much

O Somewhat

O Not at all

Consider the behaviours/features that have enabled plants to establish, adapt, survive and reproduce along
your FIT trail:
O Drought/moisture tolerance

O Temperature tolerance

O Soil conditions

O Rapid growth during short growing season
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Is your FIT trail in a transitional zone between northern and southern plant species?
O Yes

O No

Are there any plant species that are at the edge of their range along your FIT trail?
O Yes

O No

Consider various physical/behavioural adaptations of animals linked to climate along your FIT trail, for example:
O Deer migrate between summer and winter ranges for food and shelter
O Birds fly south for the winter and return to breed in the spring
O Bears hibernate during the cold winter months.
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Soil
Climate and geology are key factors in determining the soil characteristics of an area. The climate establishes
the principal weathering mechanisms (wind, water, freezing) that break down the parent rock material into smaller
mineral fragments over long periods of time. Organic material is added to the soil by the decomposition of
plant and animal matter. Soil moisture changes due to location and permeability (drainage). Soil characteristics
will vary continuously across the landscape as a result of changes in mineral content, organic content and moisture.
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Consider the indications of weathering along your FIT trail:
O Exposed rock ledges that are slowly crumbling

O Slopes being eroded

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Define the organic material that is regularly being added to your FIT trail:
O Leaf litter

O Rotting logs

O Silt from river runoff containing leaves and insects
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Define the soil variations along your FIT trail:
O Shallow soil along ridge tops

O Deeper soil in valley bottoms

O Dry soil near the top of slopes

O Moist soil near the bottom of slopes

O Areas with coarse glacial till (well drained)

O Areas with clay (poorly drained)

O Areas with mostly mineral soil (till)
O Areas with accumulations of organic matter (springs, seeps, bogs)
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Landscapes
The shape of the landscape creates variations in local moisture and temperature conditions -- micro-climates
-- which determine where certain species of plants and animals will most often be found. Key features to note
include slope, aspect and elevation.
Define landscape features of your FIT trail:
O Level ground

O Moderate slopes

O Severe slopes

O Cut by creeks or rivers (floodplains, ravines)

O Different elevations (hills, valleys, terraces)

O Abrupt drop or cliff

Consider how the plant and animal communities vary in accordance with the changing landscape along your
FIT trail, for example:
O Oaks on slopes or ridges with southern exposure and good drainage
O Hemlocks in shaded moist areas near the bottom of north-facing slopes
O Deer move from the shelter of coniferous trees to deciduous trees and herbaceous plants for food
O Martens prefer closed canopy forests and avoid open canopy forests and meadows
O Snakes are often found in rock outcrops with southern exposure
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
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Seasonal Changes
In most landscapes, each season provides the opportunity to interpret the natural environment from a
different perspective.
Define the changes seen in plants and animals along your FIT trail, for example:
Spring
O Migrating animal species return for breeding season (e.g. songbirds, waterfowl and butterflies)
O Plants emerge from winter cover
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Summer
O Rapid growth for plants and animals
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Fall
O Animals gather food for winter
O Trees change colour and drop their leaves
O Vegetation and local insects become dormant
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Winter
O Despite the cold weather, many animals adapt and remain active local residents (e.g. beaver, chickadees)
O Some animals migrate short distances to areas with less snow and better foraging (e.g. deer, wolves)
O Some animals hibernate in dens or burrows (e.g. bear, chipmunks)
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Natural Disturbances
Ecosystems are constantly changing as a result of natural disturbances. Very intense disturbances such as
severe fire may re-start ecological succession. Low intensity disturbances such as isolated windfalls may open
up the forest canopy and allow for local regeneration. The combined effects of the natural disturbance patterns
play a large role in determining the overall structure and composition of the forest, the habitat it provides, and
the animals that live there. They also provide opportunities for effective trail interpretation.
Define evidence of natural disturbances along your FIT trail, and rate accordingly:
O Wind:

Intensity__________ Frequency__________ Scale__________

O Fire:		

Intensity__________ Frequency__________ Scale__________

O Disease:

Intensity__________ Frequency__________ Scale__________

O Ice/Snow:

Intensity__________ Frequency__________ Scale__________

O Flooding:

Intensity__________ Frequency__________ Scale__________
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Define how the plant and animal community composition has changed following the most significant natural
disturbances along your FIT trail (e.g. deer feeding on seedlings after a fire or windfall, poplar as a pioneer
species established where sunlight reaches the forest floor):

What is the result where there have been minimal natural disturbances along your FIT trail?
(e.g. lack of fire has allowed forest to mature into an old-growth stage, dead standing trees form habitat for
wildlife such as pileated woodpeckers)

Man-made Disturbances
In some cases human activities on the landscape are now being designed to mimic nature. In Ontario, the
Ministry of Natural Resources designs forest management plans to emulate natural disturbance regimes. This
is called a coarse filter approach to preserving biodiversity, in that the focus is placed on conserving natural
habitat types in order to provide for a broad range of species. In other cases, human activities serve to disrupt
natural patterns.
Is your FIT trail and/or surrounding area(s) part of a Forest Management Plan?
O Yes

O No

Define the human activities that disrupt natural patterns and/or fragment the land and restrict animal
movement on and around your FIT trail:
O Dam(s)

O Impervious surfaces (e.g. pavement, cement)

O Harvesting / Logging

O Agriculture

O Roads

O Property development

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Define areas along your FIT trail that exhibit signs of recovery from human disturbances:
O Natural succession (pastures returning to forest)

O Plantings in clear-cuts

O Streambank restoration

O Removal of invasive species

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Design
Walks are for adults; adventures are for children.
~ d. sobel ~

While some FIT trail projects will start from scratch (i.e. building the trail from the ground up) many will involve
the enhancement or redevelopment of an existing path or outdoor space. Either way, various trail design
guidelines are recommended to maximize existing infrastructure, optimize the life of the trail and enhance the
on-site experience of its users.
Trail Topography
People tend to walk more if the route is flat rather than steeply sloped, even preferring a level plane over
walking downhill.
Define the topography of your FIT trail:
O Flat

O Rolling

O Hilly

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Length
If designing a new trail, consider the target market of your FIT trail when planning its length. When working
with an existing path or outdoor space, consider ways to optimize or adapt the distance it covers so that people
of different ages and abilities can all utilize this outdoor space.
Define the trail length of your FIT trail:
O Less than 1 km

O 1 km

O 1.5 km

O 2 km

O More than 2 km

Trail Configuration
Refer to aerial photographs, and topographic/soil maps to plan the overall shape of your trail. Linear pathways
are suitable for covering longer distances, or where available space is too narrow for a loop trail. Spur trails are
short linear trails leading out-and-back to specific points of interest or connecting different loop trails. Loop
trails allow users to start and end at the same point without repeating any part of the route. Stacked trails are a
series of interconnected loops allowing users multiple options regarding distances, routes and destinations.
Define the trail plan of your FIT trail:
O Linear

O Spur

O Loop

O Stacked loops

O Labyrinth

O Grid

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Trail Challenge Level
Children love a challenge! Ensure that your FIT trail comprises a variety of challenge levels and types to engage
your users and keep them coming back.
Define the overall challenge level of your FIT trail:
O Very Easy

O Easy

O Moderate

O Difficult

O Very difficult

Trail Accessibility
Consider the accessibility challenges of your FIT trail; then develop a strategy to accommodate these elements.
Define the factors that could limit accessibility to your FIT trail:
O Location

O Walkable/cycling links

O Paid access

O Gravel vs paved

O Flat vs steep

O Hours/days open

O Gates or fences

O Private property

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Features
Whether a woodland path or outdoor space, your FIT trail should provide a welcome escape for its users.
Define the natural features that will invite users onto your FIT trail:
O Sit spots

O Shade

O Scenery

O Tranquility
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Tread Surface
Trails designed for high use require more durable materials than that of a light-use trail.
Define the tread surface(s) of your FIT trail:
O Forest floor

O Wetland path

O Sand

O Rock

O Gravel

O Wood chips

O Grass

O Boardwalk

O Paved

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
Tread Condition
Trails designed for children and adults of various age and skill levels should feature a smooth tread free of tree
roots and other materials that could trip users.
Define tread condition of your FIT trail:
O Smooth

O Rolling

O Rough
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Tread Width
A woodland trail can feature a deceptively narrow tread yet be highly functional. As well, tread width can
be highly effective in controlling user speed, and reducing required maintenance. While wider trails have
the advantage of hosting higher volumes of multi-purpose users, they often experience higher impact and
maintenance costs, and conflicts between user types.
Define the width of your FIT trail tread:
O Less than 1 metre

O 1 to 2 metres

O More than 2 metres

Clearing Width
The trail clearing width is the total width to which all rocks, trees, tree limbs and other objects should be
removed: the rule of thumb is one-half metre on either side of the trail tread. An enhanced path through dense
vegetation should feature a varied clearing width to avoid a tunnel effect. Center the tread within the clearing
width.
Define clearing width of your FIT trail:
O less than one-half metre on either side of trail tread
O about one-half metre on either side of trail tread
O more than one-half metre on either side of trail tread
Clearing Height
The clearing height is the open space above the trail surface from which all overhanging rocks, tree limbs
and other obstructions have been removed (generally, one-half meter above the users’ heads). Remember
that in summer months, deciduous tree limbs laden with leaves bend lower. In winter, snow will weigh down
evergreen branches while raising the tread surface.
Define clearing heights of your FIT trail:
O Minimum ________________________________________________________________________________
O Average _________________________________________________________________________________
O Maximum________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Grade
The grade or slope of a trail is the angle along the trail’s center line, expressed in degrees or percent. Easier
trails allow users to travel long distances over a low grade, while more difficult trails mean covering a higher
grade over shorter distances. A commercial or homemade clinometer can be used to calculate the specific
grades of a trail.
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Define grade type of your FIT trail:
O Level

O Moderate

O Steep

O Extreme

Turning Radius
Trails that feature turns and curves slow down the user, while straighter paths allow for higher travelling
speeds. To measure the turning radius of a curve, measure the radius of an arc drawn through the center line
of the tread.
Define the various turning radii of your FIT trail:
O Minimum________________________________________________________________________________
O Average__________________________________________________________________________________
O Maximum________________________________________________________________________________
Sight Distance
Sight distance is the distance one can see down the trail from any point on the trail. With safety standards in
mind, vary the sight distance to enhance the trail experience for users. A longer sight distance will increase the
speed of the trail user, while a shorter distance will slow down user speed.
Define the various sight distances of your FIT trail:
O Minimum ________________________________________________________________________________
O Average__________________________________________________________________________________
O Maximum ________________________________________________________________________________
Control Points
Natural and man-made control points along a trail can reduce user speed, assist in navigation for self-guided
users, and control access to sensitive features or landscapes.
Define the natural or man-made features you will use as control points along your FIT trail:
O Rocks and boulders

O Interpretation posts

O Elevations

O Gateways and fences

O Corners

Water Crossings
Various structures can be implemented for crossing bodies of water along a trail. Your choices will be
determined by the types of users, experiences, water body types and crossing distances, legal requirements,
ingenuity and budget.
Define water crossings along your FIT trails:
O Bridge

O Boardwalk

O Culvert
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O Stepping Stones
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Trail Flexibility/Adaptability
As you review the various design components of your FIT trail, consider its flexibility. Can it be easily changed
or adapted to accommodate change in season, audience or challenge level? In many cases, the greater the
flexibility or adaptability, the greater the use.
Define the level of flexibility/adaptability of your FIT trail:
O Very

O Somewhat

O Not at all
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Stewardship
What they do not learn about, they will not value;
what they to not value, they will not protect.
~ d. suzuki ~

The first principle of any FIT trail is that, if we better understand the natural and cultural heritage that
continuously shape us and the environment we live in, we will be more inclined to become stewards of this
land and its stories.
Protection
The protection of our natural and cultural heritage is influenced by three interwoven factors: legislation, ethics
and education. Each of these factors plays a role in influencing administrative-based decisions and personallevel values and behaviours.
Define the factors you will integrate in protecting natural and/or cultural heritage along your FIT trail:
O Legislation

O Ethics

O Education

Sustainability
The sustainability of our natural and cultural heritage is dependant on its capacity to endure the elements to
which it is exposed. We must balance this exposure with the benefits of using these resources to learn and
experience.
Define the aspects of your FIT trail that will ensure it will remain diverse and productive over time:
O Strategic planning

O Healthy ecosystem

O Intact infrastructure

O Resource management

O Environmental management

O User engagement

Trail Stewardship Team
By design, your FIT trail project will bring together non-traditional partners to collaborate and build on local
strengths, accessible spaces, existing initiatives and combined expertise.
Define the people and organizations that will be part of your FIT Trail Stewardship Team:
O Clubs and Community Organizations___________________________________________________________
O Business Improvement Areas/Chambers of Commerce____________________________________________
O First Nations______________________________________________________________________________
O Health Units and Organizations_______________________________________________________________
O Libraries_________________________________________________________________________________
O Municipal Planners, Community and Economic Development Officers________________________________
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O Ontario Parks_____________________________________________________________________________
O Recreation and Physical Activity Organizations___________________________________________________
O School Boards, Schools and Educators__________________________________________________________
O Seniors Organizations_______________________________________________________________________
O Stewardship Groups________________________________________________________________________
O Tourism Associations_______________________________________________________________________
O Visitor Information and Interpretive Centres_____________________________________________________
O Youth Groups _____________________________________________________________________________
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
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Theme and Topics
Without interpretation, it’s just a path.
~ heritagedesignation.com ~

The appeal of any FIT trail is directly related to the quality of the natural and cultural heritage associated with
the landscape in which it sits. Building on these resources, an effective interpretation strategy makes the FIT
trail more inviting to those who live nearby or choose it as a destination. Ultimately, it will spur users to hike
further and more often.
Interpretive Theme
A concise interpretive trail theme provides organizational structure and clarity of purpose. Its effective
integration during the planning and implementation phases of any FIT project also helps with visitor
management, staff training, program marketing, and product merchandising where applicable.
Your FIT trail interpretive theme should be defined in one succinct sentence. For example, the theme of the
pilot trail at Bonnechere Provincial Park is:
The Little Bonnechere River has shaped this land and its people for 12 000 years.
Your FIT trail theme can be defined up-front, especially if your planning group has a good understanding of the
natural and cultural heritage of the trail and its surrounding communities. Better yet, the trail theme is best
chosen after all topics have been defined via the step-by-step visioning process that follows.
Record your FIT trail theme on the worksheet: Your FIT Trail Theme and Topics (page 59).
Topical Organizations
It is important not to confuse interpretive themes with interpretive topics. The latter defines the points of
interest along a FIT trail, about 10 to 15 for a 2-km trail. By definition, topics along a FIT trail focus on the
natural and cultural heritage of an area through all periods in time: from the receding Ice Age to present-day,
reflecting the concepts shared in the Footprints in Time (FIT) First Nations teaching (see page 70).
The following two pages illustrate webs of topic categories — better known as topical organizations — relevant
to the natural and cultural heritage of Renfrew County, Ontario, Canada, site of the original FIT trail.
These charts are helpful tools for defining the inter-connectivity of natural and cultural heritage topic
categories relevant to your FIT trail, then integrating them with on-site interpretive tools and experiential
activities.
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Topical Organization: Natural Heritage of Renfrew County
The topical organization of Renfrew County’s natural heritage centers upon the ideal of conservation,
stewardship and restoration, and explores topics in three main categories.
Use the Visioning Worksheets (pages 31 to 42) to define natural heritage topics along your FIT trail relevant to:
O Plant

O Animals

O Water

O Geology

O Environmental Stewardship

Then record your natural heritage topics on the worksheet: Your FIT Trail Theme and Topics (page 59).

Ecosystem
Soil
Characteristics

Producers,
Consumers,
Decomposers
Plants and
Animals

Climate

Man-made
Disturbances

Habitat

Species

Geology
& Soil
Conservation,
Stewardship &
Restoration

Environmental
Factors
Natural
Disturbances

Resources/
Users

Landscape

Seasonal
Changes

Watershed
Natural &
Man-made
Disturbances

Type

Water

Water
Quality

Species

Resources/
Users

Topical Organization: Cultural Heritage of Renfrew County
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Topical Organization: Cultural Heritage of Renfrew County
The topical organization of Renfrew County’s cultural heritage is anchored by the story of the First Nations
whose history stretches back 12 000 years. Building on this nucleus is a web of categories reflecting the
evolution of a culture that is rich and varied.
Use the Visioning Worksheets (pages 43 to 58) to define cultural heritage topics along your FIT trail relevant to:
O First Nations

O Ethnic or Religious Identity

O Industry and Commerce

O Transportation & Communication

O Energy

O Military

O Cultural Stewardship

O Events

Then record your cultural heritage topics on the worksheet: Your FIT Trail Theme and Topics (page 59).

Polish

Irish

German

Other

Ethnicity

Scottish

War on Terror

English

Military

New
Canadian

French

Those Who
Served
Waterpowered
Mills

First Nation

Neighbours
& Allies
Archaeological
Sites
FIT
Trail

Reserves

Heritage
Buildings
Stewardship

Cultural
Museums

Turtle
Island

Contact
Period

Energy

Nuclear

Traditions on
the Land
Canoe

Paleo
Period
Archaic
Period

Steamboat

Fur Trade

Historic
Sites

Tote Road

Sleigh

Transportation

River Drive
Boat
Industry &
Commerce

Automobile

Railway

Forestry

Agriculture

Hydroelectricity

First Nations

Woodland
Period

Heritage
Planning

CFB Petawawa

Peacekeeping

Highway
Manufacturing

Stopping
Places

Airplane
Boat Building

Mining

Tourism

Topical Organization: Cultural Heritage of Renfrew County
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Interpretive Topics
When interpreted effectively, visitors exiting your FIT trail should be able to list its various topics in simple
terms. As you work through the Visioning Worksheets for choosing topics, remember to keep it simple and
focus on relevance. Also remember to place a higher priority on topics that can be effectively interpreted from
various perspectives: First Nations history, and natural and cultural heritage, experiential activities, and context
in time.
Using the McNaughton Trail in Bonnechere Provincial Park as an example, common topics were identified then
prioritized and ranked according to the number and location of trail stops (see figure below).
By this point in the planning process you will have walked your trail several times in working groups to shape
the route. Now it’s time to put pen to paper. Ideally, set aside the better part of a day to conduct a facilitated
visioning session involving your partners and stakeholders, especially those with a passion for local natural,
cultural and First Nations heritage.
Record your FIT trail topics on the worksheet entitled: Your FIT Trail Theme and Topics (see page 59).

Partial list of topics developed for the McNaughton Trail using the various FIT Topics visioning worksheets.
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Visioning Worksheet

Plants
Select the habitats which your FIT trail passes through:
Forest

Field

Wetlands

O Mature

O Under crop or in pasture

O Shallow, open water

O Hardwood /deciduous

O Old and overgrown

O Marsh (seasonally flooded)

O Softwood /coniferous		

O Swamp (moving water)

O Mixed

Freshwater Systems

O Fen (sedges, grasses, reeds)

O Open canopy/ shrubs

O River or stream

O Bog (sphagnum moss)

O Logged

O Lake or pond

O Plantation
O Continuous
O Fragmented
Choose the types of plants growing along your FIT trail:
O Trees

O Shrubs and vines

O Herbs (flowers)

O Ferns and allies

O Sedges and grasses

O Mosses and liverworts

O Lichens

O Aquatic plants

Choose three types or species of plants that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the seasons in which these plants are visible on your FIT trail:
O Spring

O Summer

O Fall

O Winter

Define the reasons these plants grow where they do along your FIT trail:
O Temperature

O Light

O Moisture

O North/south orientation

O Position on slope

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Which of these plant species are native or introduced:
O Native ___________________________________________________________________________________
O Introduced _______________________________________________________________________________
Do the introduced plants outcompete any native plants?
O Yes

O No
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Define the features of these plant species that make them focal points on your FIT trail:
O Age

O Dominant or rare species

O Location

O Habitat provided

O Travel/migration route

O Soil erosion prevention

O Pollution filter

O Wildlife trees

O Pollinators

O Seed dispersal

O Species at Risk status

O First Nations links

O Human impact

O Cultural heritage connections

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
For each plant feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Plant Feature 1 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site conditions (sunlight, moisture, soil) ________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Growth period ____________________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plant Feature 2 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site conditions (sunlight, moisture, soil) ________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Growth period ____________________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plant Feature 3 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site conditions (sunlight, moisture, soil) ________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
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O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Growth period ____________________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these plant species:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help ensure the survival of
plants along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Animals
Select the habitats used by animals along your FIT trail:
Forest

Field

Wetlands

O Mature

O Under crop or in pasture

O Shallow, open water

O Hardwood /deciduous

O Old and overgrown

O Marsh (seasonally flooded)

O Softwood /coniferous		

O Swamp (moving water)

O Mixed

Freshwater Systems

O Fen (sedges, grasses, reeds)

O Open canopy/ shrubs

O River or stream

O Bog (sphagnum moss)

O Logged

O Lake or pond

O Plantation
O Continuous
O Fragmented
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Choose the animal types found along your FIT trail:
Vertebrates

Invertebrates

O Mammals

O Insects

O Birds

O Spiders

O Fish

O Centipedes and millipedes

O Amphibians

O Worms

O Reptiles

O Aquatic organisms

Choose three types or species of animals that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the residency patterns of these animals:
O Permanent residents

O Migratory residents

O Both

Define the seasons in which these animals are visible on your FIT trail:
O Spring

O Summer 		

O Fall

O Winter

Explain how the habitat along your FIT trail provides for these animals:
O Food

O Shelter

O Water

O Accommodates part of lifecycle
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Which of these animal species are native or introduced:
O Native ___________________________________________________________________________________
O Introduced_______________________________________________________________________________
Are the introduced animal species preying on any native animal species?
O Yes

O No

Define the features of these animal species that make them focal points on your FIT trail:
O Common

O Rare/unique

O Seasonal/migrating species

O Common food source

O Keystone species (beaver)

O Indicator species (frog)

O Clean water indicator (mayfly)

O Mature forest habitat indicator (pileated woodpecker)

O Species at Risk status

O First Nations links

O Human impact

O Cultural heritage connections

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________
For each animal feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Animal Feature 1 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Animal Feature 2 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
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Animal Feature 3 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Parts used _______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Time and method of harvest _________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these animal species:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help ensure the survival of
animals along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Water
Name the watershed(s) relevant to your FIT trail:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the type of water features along your FIT trail:
Water Systems

Wetlands

O Stream

O Shallow, open water

O River

O Marsh (cattails, horsetails, seasonally flooded)

O Pond

O Swamp (trees in water)

O Lake

O Fen (sedges, grasses, reeds)

O Ocean

O Bog (sphagnum moss)

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Define the plant and animal species that live in the water and surrounding riparian zone:
Plants

Vertebrates

Invertebrates

O Aquatic plants

O Mammals

O Insects

O Trees

O Birds

O Spiders

O Shrubs and vines

O Fish

O Centipedes and millipedes

O Herbs and flowers

O Amphibians

O Worms

O Ferns and allies

O Reptiles

O Aquatic organisms

O Sedges and grasses
O Mosses and liverworts
O Lichens
Choose three water features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the aspects of these water features that make them focal points on your FIT trail:
O Common/dominant species

O Seasonal/migrating species

O Rare/unique species

O Special water features

O Migration routes

O Nesting boxes

O Mating/breeding sites

O Feeding grounds

O Riparian zone

O Species at Risk

O First Nations links

O Climate change impacts

O Human impact

O Cultural heritage connections

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
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For each water feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Water Feature 1 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat links______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Seasonal Changes _________________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Water Feature 2 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat links______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Seasonal Changes _________________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Water Feature 3 _____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat links______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Seasonal Changes _________________________________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these water features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the water
features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Geology
Select the types of geological features relevant to your FIT trail:
Fault Lines

Glacial Erosion

Glacial Landforms

O Geological fault

O Striation

O Esker

O Rift valley

O Excavation

O Moraine

O Graben

O Meltwater channel

O Kame

O Escarpment

O Kettles

O Kame Terrace

		O Terrace
Geological Material

Glacial Deposition

O Drumlin

O Igneous rock

O Glacial drift

O Outwash plain

O Sedimentary rock

O Glacial till

O Sanddune

O Metamorphic rock

O Erratic boulder

O Beach ridge

Isostatic Rebound
O Ancient shoreline of glacial lake
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

Choose three geological features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the aspects of these geological features that make them focal points on your FIT trail:
O Seasonal/migration route

O Rare/unique species

O Importance to ecosystem

O Provision of uncommon habitat

O First Nations links

O Climate change impacts

O Cultural heritage connections

O Human impact

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each geological feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and surrounding area:
Geological Feature 1 _________________________________________________________________________
O Identifies geological process (e.g. earthquake, flood, Ice Age) _______________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Significance/Purpose _______________________________________________________________________
O Ecological links ____________________________________________________________________________
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O Habitat provision__________________________________________________________________________
O Temporal changes (e.g. erosion, weathering)____________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Geological Feature 2 _________________________________________________________________________
O Identifies geological process (e.g. earthquake, flood, Ice Age) _______________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Significance/Purpose _______________________________________________________________________
O Ecological links ____________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat provision__________________________________________________________________________
O Temporal changes (e.g. erosion, weathering)____________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Geological Feature 3 _________________________________________________________________________
O Identifies geological process (e.g. earthquake, flood, Ice Age) _______________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Significance/Purpose _______________________________________________________________________
O Ecological links ____________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat provision__________________________________________________________________________
O Temporal changes (e.g. erosion, weathering)____________________________________________________
O Significance to First Nations _________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these geological features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the geological
features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Session

Environmental Stewardship
Select the types of environmental stewardship features found along your FIT trail:
O Preservation of wildlife

O Preservation of trees

O Creation and/or restoration of wildlife habitat

O Native species plantings

O Invasive plant removal

O Stream and wetland restoration*

O Water quality improvements

O Riparian habitat restoration

O Nesting boxes or platforms

O Storm water management

O Maintenance and enhancement of fish habitat

O Turtle basking platforms

O Erosion control

O Soil conservation

O Climate change related activities
*27 wetlands in Renfrew County have been designated Provincially Significant

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

Choose three environmental stewardship features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the aspects of these environmental stewardship features that make them focal points on your FIT
trail:
O Common/dominant species

O Seasonal/migrating species

O Rare/unique species

O Importance to ecosystem

O Assists Species at Risk

O Human-organisms links

O First Nations links

O Cultural heritage connections

O Human impact

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each environmental stewardship feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and surrounding area:
Environmental Stewardship 1 __________________________________________________________________
O Identifying feature _________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
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Environmental Stewardship 2 __________________________________________________________________
O Identifying feature _________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
Environmental Stewardship 3 __________________________________________________________________
O Identifying feature _________________________________________________________________________
O Habitat __________________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these environmental stewardship features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the
environmental stewardship features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

First Nations
Select the types of First Nations features found along your FIT trail:
Paleo Period

Archaic Period

Historic Period

O Hunting site

O Hunting territory

O Hunting territory

O Fishing site

O Fishing ground

O Fishing ground

O Camp site

O Camp site

O Camp site

O Traditional food source

O Traditional food source

O Traditional food source

O Traditional tool source		

O Farmland

O Isolated tool finds

Woodland Period

O Church

O Quarry site

O Hunting territory

O Reserve or settlement

O Fishing ground		
O Camp site
O Traditional food source
O Crop Lands

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________

List three First Nations features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1._________________________________________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these First Nations features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each First Nations feature, explain its significance to your FIT trail and surrounding area:
First Nations Feature 1________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident______________________________________________________________________________
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O Purpose__________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
First Nations Feature 2________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose__________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
First Nations Feature 3________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these First Nations features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the First
Nations features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Ethnic or Religious Identity
Select the types of ethnic or religious features found along your FIT trail:
Ethnicity

Religious Identity

O First Nations

O Church

O French

O Manse/rectory

O Scottish

O Graveyard

O Irish

O Shrine

O Polish

O Monument

O German

O Museum

O English
O New Canadian
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

List three ethnic or religious features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these ethnic or religious features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each ethnic or religious feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and surrounding area:
Ethnic/Religious Feature 1_____________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose__________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
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Ethnic/Religious Feature 2_____________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose__________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
Ethnic/Religious Feature 3 ____________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition_____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident______________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose__________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns_________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity_________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these ethnic or religious features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the ethnic or
religious features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Workshop

Industry and Commerce
Select the types of industry and commerce features found along your FIT trail:
Forestry

Fur Trade

Boat Building

O Nursery

O Portage

O River drive boats

O Sawmill

O Campsite

O Pointer boats

O Water powered

O Trading post

O Steam powered		
O Plantation

Hospitality Services

Agriculture

O Stopping place

O Woodlot

O Homestead/family farm

O Hotel

O Tree planting

O Mixed farming

O Inn

O Square timber period

Manufacturing

Mining

O Camboose shanty

O Foundry

O Gold

O Stove shanty

O Windows

O Silver

O Boxes

O Mica

O Camboose shanty

O Matches

O Corundum

O Stove shanty

O Axes

O Graphite

O Sleep-camp and cookery

O Blacksmithing

O Lumber camp

O Sawlog period

O Pulpwood period
O Sleep-camp and cookery
O River drive
O Dam
O Glance crib
O Sorting crib
O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

List three industry and commerce features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these industry and commerce features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person
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O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project
O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each industry and commerce feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Industry and Commerce Feature 1 ______________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
For each industry and commerce feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Industry and Commerce Feature 2 ______________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what _______________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
For each industry and commerce feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Industry and Commerce Feature 3 ______________________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
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Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these industry and commerce features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the industry
and commerce features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Transportation and Communications
Select the types of transportation and communications features found along your FIT trail:
Foot

Steamboat

Automobile

O Footpath

O Route

O Cart Track

O Portage

O Dock

O Highway

O Exploration route		
Railway

Air

Canoe

O Current track

O Airstrip

O Canoe route

O Abandoned track

O Canoe portage

O Station

Telephone

O Canoe builder

O Crossing

O Telegraph Line

O Junction

O Telephone Line

Tote Road

O Structure

O Route		

Mail

O Corduroy road

Sleigh

O Route

O Route

O Post Office

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

List three transportation and communications features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these transportation and communications features focal points along your
FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
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For each transportation and communications feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the
surrounding area:
Transportation and Communications Feature 1 ___________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Transportation and Communications Feature 2 ___________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Transportation and Communications Feature 3 ___________________________________________________
O Identifying features ________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition _____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these transportation and communications features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the
transportation and communications features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Energy
Select the types of energy features found along your FIT trail:
Water-Powered Mills

Horse-Powered

Solar

O Current

O Stable

O Solar Panels

Hydro-electric

Wind

O Dam

O Wind Turbine

O Grist mill
O Saw mill
O Abandoned
O Grist mill

O Generator

O Saw mill

O Transmission line

Nuclear

O Waterwheel

O Reactor

		

O Research facility

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

List three energy features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these energy features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each energy feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Energy Feature 1 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
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Energy Feature 2 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Energy Feature 3 ____________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these energy features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the energy
features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Military
Select the types of military features found along your FIT trail:
Foreign Conflicts

Canadian Forces Base

Cold War

O World War I

O Building

O Air raid shelter

O World War II

O Vehicle/equipment

O Airport

O Korean War

O Landmark

O Pinetree Radar Line

O Boer War

O Monument

O War of 1812

O Museum

O Foreign threat

O Training facility

Peacekeeping

War on Terror

Cenotaph

O Monument

O Monument

O Monument

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

List one to three of the military features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2.. ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these military features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each military feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding area:
Military Feature 1 ___________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
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O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Military Feature 2 ___________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Military Feature 3 ___________________________________________________________________________
O Identifying features________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these military features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the military
features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Cultural Heritage Stewardship
Select the types of cultural heritage stewardship features found along your FIT trail:
Archaeological Sites

Historical Sites

O First Nations

O Designated

O Known sites

O With signage

O Ruins above ground

O Without signage

O Evidence not showing

O Undesignated

O Suspected but undiscovered sites

O Locally significant
O Cultural museum

Heritage Buildings

O Local

O Remains of buildings

O Regional

O Complete buildings

O General theme

O Unoccupied

O Specific theme

O Occupied

O Other____________________________________________________________________________________

Define three cultural heritage stewardship features that merit highlighting along your FIT trail:
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
Define the elements that make these cultural heritage stewardship features focal points along your FIT trail:
O Age

O Location

O Unique activity		

O Typical activity of note

O Importance to community

O Link to particular person

O First Nations link

O Human impact

O Important cultural connections

O Community action

O Conservation project

O Stewardship project

O Restoration project

O Educational project

O Other ___________________________________________________________________________________
For each cultural heritage stewardship feature explain its significance to your FIT trail and the surrounding
area:
Cultural Heritage Stewardship Feature 1 _________________________________________________________
O Identifying features:________________________________________________________________________
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O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Cultural Heritage Stewardship Feature 2 _________________________________________________________
O Identifying features:________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Cultural Heritage Stewardship Feature 3 _________________________________________________________
O Identifying features:________________________________________________________________________
O Site condition ____________________________________________________________________________
O Parts evident _____________________________________________________________________________
O Purpose _________________________________________________________________________________
O Link to whom/what ________________________________________________________________________
O Special features or concerns _________________________________________________________________
O Evidence of activity ________________________________________________________________________
Plot the eras on the FIT timeline that are relevant to these cultural heritage stewardship features:

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

List the organizations, community-based actions and government programs that help protect the cultural
heritage features along your FIT trail:
O Stewardship ______________________________________________________________________________
O Conservation _____________________________________________________________________________
O Restoration ______________________________________________________________________________
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Visioning Worksheet

Events
Water: Define a significant event relevant to the water-based features along your FIT Trail and plot it on the
timeline
Water Event ________________________________________________________________________________

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

Land: Define a significant event relevant to the land-based features along your FIT Trail and plot it on the
timeline
Land Event _________________________________________________________________________________

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TODAY

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)

People: Define a significant event relevant to the people who have lived along your FIT Trail and plot it on the
timeline
People Event _______________________________________________________________________________

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

YEARS AGO (1000 YEARS)
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4

3

2

1

TODAY
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FIT Trail Theme and Topics
After completing the various visioning worksheets, compile your list of trail features by category. These define
the possible topics to be featured along your FIT trail. Once you define the appropriate number of stops for
your FIT trail, choose the matching number of topics from this list.

FIT Trail Theme _____________________________________________________________________________

Plant Types/Species

Industry and Commerce Features

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

Animal Types/Species

Transportation and Communications Features

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

Water Features

Energy Features

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

Geological Features

Military Features

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

Environmental Stewardship Features

Cultural Heritage Stewardship Features

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

First Nations Features

Events

1.__________________________________________

1._________________________________________

2.__________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3.__________________________________________

3._________________________________________

Ethnic or Religious Identity Features
1.__________________________________________
2.__________________________________________
3.__________________________________________
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Mapping
In every real man a child is hidden that wants to play.
~ f. niestzsche ~

Now it’s time to head back out onto your FIT trail to map the route and then plot the spots best suited as
interpretive stops. Keep in mind the ages and abilities of the target user group(s) when plotting the number of
stops and various loops within your FIT trail.
Shaping the Route
1. Walk the trail, ideally in several seasons during the planning process. At this preliminary stage, use an
existing trail or topographic map to record distances and key features, keeping in mind your FIT trail theme
and topics.
2. Upon return transfer your data. Use the grid paper on page 61 to plot various water bodies, oversized
rocks and any man-made structures, as well as areas affected by natural and man-made disturbances and
regeneration. Then plot trail loops to scale; you may want to consider incorporating several loops into your
FIT trail route to allow for the different ages and abilities of your users. See draft map of the McNaughton
Trail below, and the final map on page 62.
5. Add North marker and distance scale.

An early draft of the McNaughton Trail, plotted on a campsite map of Bonnechere Provincial Park.
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FIT Trail Map
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Final McNaughton Trail map plotting stacked loops, FIT stops, linking trails and parking.
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Plotting the FIT Stops
1. Refer to worksheet: Your FIT Trail Theme and Topics (page 59).
2. Now choose scenic areas along your trail that are best suited for interpretive stops. Match these stops to
your various FIT Topics, building on obvious site-to-content links that can be optimized for interpretation and
experiential activities. Keep in mind that some activities will require more open space than others.
3. Plot these stops on your map; these may change as your planning process evolves.
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Interpretation
Creative learning in the early years is not just child’s play.
~ Charlie Tims ~

Now that you have shaped the path and defined your theme and topics, the next step in interpreting your FIT
trail is to integrate physical activities into the mix. At each stop along the trail, children will be encouraged to
see and do self-directed tasks, and if they are part of a group, participate in a learning game or activity.
Let’s look at the role of experiential activity and play in cultivating mental and physical well-being in children
and youth, thereby forming the basis of healthier adult lifestyles.
Flow LearningTM
Nature educator Joseph Cornell developed a theory called Flow LearningTM that we’ve applied to the
FIT concept, which promotes the integration of experiential activities designed to awaken curiosity and
enthusiasm. Learning becomes fun, immediate and dynamic, instead of static and second-hand, and FIT trail
users emerge from the experience with a firsthand connection to this landscape’s natural and cultural heritage.
Flow LearningTM is based on universal principles of how people learn. It provides a simple framework that
sequences interpretive activities for maximum effect.
Awaken Enthusiasm
Time spent in creating an atmosphere of curiosity, amusement, or personal interest is invaluable because once
the child’s enthusiasm is engaged, their energy can be focused on the upcoming lesson or experience.
Define the tactics you will use to help awaken enthusiasm in those who attend your FIT trail:
O choose subject matter that is meaningful

O focus on information that is useful

O make the experience fun

O engage the emotions of all participants

Focus Attention
Some children’s minds can be compared to a team of wild horses running out of control. Without concentration
no true learning can take place.
Define the tactics you will use to help focus attention in those who attend your FIT trail:
O challenge trail users in fun and creative ways
O ask participants to focus on one of their physical senses to meet these challenges
O invite a sense of calmness
O encourage participants to be observant and receptive to their surroundings
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Direct Experience
Once interest and energy are awakened and focused in children, the stage is set for deeply experiencing nature.
Absorbing, experiential activities have a dramatic impact that involves people directly with nature.
Define the tactics you will use to help direct experience in those who attend your FIT trail:
O integrate games, stories and activities that help participants discover a deep, inner sense of belonging and
understanding
O offer direct experiences that will help users develop a love and concern for Earth
O share lessons through hands-on methods, instead of focusing on theory
Share Inspiration
This stage provides an interesting way for children to reflect together on what they have learned. In our fastpaced world, children and adults alike often rush from one activity to another. Yet taking the time to reflect
upon an experience can strengthen and deepen that experience. It need not take long.
Define the tactics you will use to share inspiration in those who attend your FIT trail:
O ask participants to answer a few questions, write a journal entry or draw a picture about their FIT experience
O encourage students to share their experience with those around them and at home
Play Motifs
Education writer David Sobel advises, instead of looking at the relationship between children and nature from
an adult perspective, we should cultivate relationships with nature – and for the purposes of this project let’s
also include cultural heritage – in our own backyards. By observing children interacting with nature he has
identified seven play motifs, common among all children regardless of socio-economic status, ethnicity or
ecosystem when they have safe free time in the outdoors.
According to Sobel, using these motifs, “educators can structure learning experiences that provide powerful
vehicles for curricular knowledge and court the possibility of transcendental experiences.”
“These design principles are not developmental. The developmental stages of empathy in early childhood,
exploration in middle childhood, and personal definition and social responsibility in adolescence provide the
warp of the fabric while these design principles are the weft – they run through all the developmental stages. ”
Principle 1: Adventure
“Environmental education needs to be kinesthetic: in the body. Children would stalk, balance, jump and
scamper through the natural world. Activities with a physical challenge component speak directly to children
via the mind/body link.”
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Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate adventure along your FIT trail:
O Varied levels of mental and physical activity
O Free running: over, under and around
O Walking, jumping and playing tag
O Way-finding and problem-solving
Principle 2: Fantasy and Imagination
“Young children live in their imaginations. Stories, plays, puppet shows and dreams are preferred media for
early childhood. We need to structure programs like dramatic play; we need to create simulations in which
students can live the challenges rather than just study them.”
Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate fantasy and imagination along your FIT trail:
O Story-telling
O Sharing traditional teachings and folklore
O Pretending, role-playing and re-enactments
O Singing, clapping and tapping tunes
O Sharing via talking or singing stick
Principle 3: Animal Allies
“Brenda Petersen said, ‘In our environmental wars, the emphasis has been on saving species, not becoming
them’ (1993). If we aspire to developmentally appropriate science education, the first task is to become
animals, to understand them from the inside out, before asking children to study them or save them.”
Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate animal allies along your FIT trail:
O Role-playing plants, animals and lifecycles
O Animal tracking
O Bird calling
Principle 4: Maps and Paths
“Finding shortcuts, figuring out what’s around the next bend, following a map to a secret event. Children
have an inborn desire to explore local geographies. Developing a local sense of place leads organically to a
bioregional sense of place and hopefully to biospheric consciousness.”
Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate discovery along your FIT trail:
O Exploration and orienteering
O Directions and navigation
O When possible, letting children lead the way
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Principle 5: Special Places
“Almost everyone remembers a fort, den, tree house or hidden corner in the back of the closet. Especially
between ages eight and eleven, children like to find and create places where they can hide away and retreat
into their own found or constructed spaces.”
Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate the creation of special places along your FIT trail:
O Building or finding simple structures that will grow organically
O Stopping at sit spots and shade trees
O Studying the geneaology of a place
Principle 6: Small Worlds
“From sand boxes to doll houses to model train sets, children love to create miniature worlds that they can
play inside of. Through creating miniature representations of ecosystems or neighborhoods, we help children
conceptually grasp the big picture. The creation of small worlds provides a concrete vehicle for understanding
abstract ideas.”
Define the components you plan to implement to stimulate the creation of small worlds along your FIT trail:
O Focusing on intimate spaces and minute details
O Respecting personal space
O Exploring different perspectives
O Promoting values
Principle 7: Hunting and Gathering
“From a genetic perspective, we are still hunting and gathering organisms. Gathering and collecting anything
compels us; searching for hidden treasure or the Holy Grail is a recurrent mythic form. ”
Define the components you plan to implement to encourage hunting and gathering along your FIT trail:
O Creating memories by capturing sensory details: What’s Happening Now?
O Creating or adding to memory boxes, photo diaries, journals or life lists
O Embarking on treasure or scavenger hunts
O Encouraging collection of only fallen or dead materials
O Leave no trace
For a selection of experiential activities that can be integrated into your FIT trail, see Appendix I: Experiential
Activities.
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How to Interpret a FIT Trail
As an interpreter it’s important to be attentive to your group throughout their trail experience and adjust your
delivery and approach as needed. Perform periodic scans and ask yourself questions like:
O Are people listening or are they distracted?
O Is one topic of more interest to the group than another?
O Do children need to burn off some energy?
It’s perfectly fine to reduce some of the material or be selective and adapt activities in order to maintain a good
flow to keep your group engaged. For example, get children to dramatize an animal on the way to the next stop
to keep them occupied. While it’s important to be prepared and have a plan, be flexible enough to enhance the
trail experience for all participants.
Compared to self-guided users, guided groups will often benefit from activities that accommodate more
people, offer more complex information and include more physical activity. So choose activities accordingly.
To help reinforce the Footprints in Time teaching, demonstrate the amount of time First Nations have been in
this area compared to Europeans. At each stop on the trail ask participants to answer the following questions:
O This feature is relevant to what era(s)?
O Were First Nations people here at this time?
O Were Europeans here at this time?
Another way to reinforce this concept would be to ask:
“Who has the era checklists? Has anyone found any features along the trail that match your era checklist?”
OR: “Does anyone have this feature on their era checklist?”
There are many ways to deliver content as part of an interpretive program. Here are a few suggestions for this
FIT trail depending on your audience and time available.
1. Get different volunteers to read the interpretive blades out loud to the rest of the group.
2. The leader summarizes the main points to the group from the information on the interpretative blades. This
is probably the best approach for school groups.
3. Alternate between these two methods for variety. This is best suited for guided family groups to help
increase the interest for both children and adults.
Whichever approach you use, be sure to involve your group in experiential activities at each stop (see back of
blade). Remember to circulate the show-and-tell items from your backpack. Tactile objects help audiences to
reinforce and remember information and experiences. Some fragile or sensitive items you may need to hold
rather than pass around. That said, whenever possible it adds to a participant’s experience if they can touch an
item in some fashion (e.g. use your baby finger to feel a beaver skull).
Most importantly, have fun! Your enthusiasm and positive approach will add to everyone’s enjoyment.
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Interpretive Assets
Memory = Emotion + Experience
Anon

Now that all your concepts are in place, it’s time to conduct the research, writing and graphic design required
to share your stories and customize the FIT interpretation tool kit for your trail.
1. Research the back stories of your chosen topics and events and look for overlapping themes and timelines
to enrich the interpretive messages. Ideally, interpret each topic and event from both a natural and cultural
heritage perspective. Where applicable, link to First Nations history or teachings.
2. Keeping in mind the Sobel play motifs, browse the enclosed inventory of games and teachings (see
Appendix I: Experiential Activities), source experiential activities from your organization’s proven cache of
interpretive tools, or custom design experiential activities for integrating into your FIT trail. Be sure to check
additional resources in the Links (page 118) and the Bibliography & Resources (page 120) section of this
workbook.
Consider the ages and abilities of your audience, the length of time users will be on the trail, whether
they will be guided or self-guided, and be sure to select activities that can be accommodated by the trail
landscape.
3. Gather images and photographs to support the textual content of your Museum-on-a-Stick (see page 74)
interpretation posts. Be sure to credit illustrators, experiential activity authors and photographers as
required.
4. Complete a FIT Trail Stop Assets worksheet (see page 69) for each stop along your FIT trail.
5. Develop the various interpretive tools according to the resources and guidelines on the following pages. Be
sure to have your materials proofed for accuracy by advisors within your FIT circle of experts.
6. Test and evaluate the materials you develop with staff and volunteers who will deliver your programming,
and the user groups of your FIT trail; revise as required.
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Visioning Worksheet

FIT Trail Stop Assets
Copy and complete a FIT Trail Stop Assets sheet for each stop along your trail.
Stop Number _______________________________________________________________________________
Location ___________________________________________________________________________________
Topic ______________________________________________________________________________________
FIT Timeline Era _____________________________________________________________________________
First Nations Links ___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Natural Heritage Links ________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Cultural Heritage Links ________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Experiential Activities _________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Photographs ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Illustrations/Graphics _________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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FIT Interpretation Tool

Traditional First Nations Teaching
The over-riding theme of this project is based on a traditional First Nations teaching entitled Footprints in
Time. It was shared with us many years ago by Dorothy Commanda, who was an Algonquin Elder at nearby
Pikwakanagan on Golden Lake, Ontario Canada.
Meegwetch, Dorothy.

For a script on how to interpret the FIT teaching, see Appendix II: McNaughton Trail Leader’s Guide.
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FIT Interpretation Tool

Footprints in Time Action Song
To engage participants of all ages, and to simplify complex concepts and vocabulary, we asked Canadian
musician and singer Ken Ramsden to compose the original Footprints in Time action song.
Sung to tune of ‘This Old Man’
Turtle Island time machine,
Footprints show where we have been.
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere,*
Guide us through 12 000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Paleo-Indian: 12 000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Archaic: 10 000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Woodland: 3000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Historic: 500 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Turtle Island time machine,
Footprints show where we have been.
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere, *
Guide us through the 12 000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
For a complete script interpreting the Footprints in Time teaching using the action song, see Appendix II:
McNaughton Trail Leaders’ Guide.

* This action song can be customized to reflect your FIT trail location, by editing the words of line three in the
chorus.
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FIT Interpretation Tool

Turtle Island Time Machine
Integral to the main theme of the FIT trail experience is the concept of time travel. Whether guided or selfguided, trail users are encouraged to travel back and forth through time, exploring the natural and cultural
heritage of a place, as far back as the last Ice Age. The ultimate goal is to find clues to the past in the presentday landscape.
The head of the McNaughton Trail at Bonnechere Provincial Park features a structural representation of a time
machine comprising 13 posts, marking the 12 000 years of human history since the time of the receding ice
cap. The time machine interpretive tool is named after Turtle Island, the name given to North America by the
First Nations people.
Based on the traditional Footprints in Time teaching (see page 70), each post symbolizes one thousand years.
Four of the posts are slotted and fitted with an interpretive blade to mark the four archeological periods in
time, as follows:
Post 1: 12 000 to 10 000 years ago is called the Paleo-Indian Era
Post 3: 10 000 to 3000 years ago is called the Archaic Era
Post 10: 3000 to 500 years ago is called the Woodland Era
Post 13: 500 years ago to today is called the Historic Era

Turtle Island Time Machine interpretation blade (front and back) marking the Woodland era.
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FIT trail users are encouraged to wind their way through the Turtle Island Time Machine at the start of their
hike, and once again at the end, to re-enforce the concept of time travel according to this traditional First
Nations teaching. Ideally, it will also be used by trip leaders to help animate the Footprints in Time Action Song.

Turtle Island Time Machine installation at the head of McNaughton Trail in Bonnechere Park.
Consider installing posts at varying heights to encourage and inspire free play: climbing, jumping, resting
and reflection. Large rocks or other natural objects can be used instead of the posts if they are more readily
available.
The Turtle Island Time Machine should be installed at the head of your FIT trail to mark the entrance and
promote the FIT brand. Ideally, the posts are set in a pattern reflecting the path of the FIT logo:
FIT Logo
T0 learn more about accessing electronic files of the FIT logo, please visit: www.bonnecherepark.on.ca
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FIT Interpretation Tool

Museum-on-a-Stick
A fully interpreted FIT trail is an outdoor museum illuminating the natural and cultural heritage of a place in
time. It is an interactive path inviting patrons to connect with the past by using all of their senses and being
physically active in the outdoors.
Each stop along a typical FIT trail is marked by a natural-form or squared-timber post, marked by the FIT logo
and fitted with a slot housing an interpretive blade. One additional post is added at the head of the FIT trail
featuring a trail map and the FIT action song. Ideally, four additional blades are integrated into the Turtle Island
Time Machine, also at the head of your trail for each era (see page 72).
To access the information, the user swings the blade out of its hinged slot and reads both sides. When not in
use, the blade is dropped back into the post, protected from the elements.
Museum-on-a-Stick interpretive posts can be made either of new timber or reclaimed fence posts; be sure to
remove all nails and staples if you choose the recycled option. The FIT logo can be wood-burned, drilled and/or
painted into the front face of the post.

The FIT Museum-on-a-Stick comprises a slotted marker post with interpretive blade.
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Musuem-on-a-Stick: Blade Front
The front of the blade interprets the topic of this FIT trail stop:
O Topic title
O Relevant FIT era and dates (puts history in context)
O Identifying features of the topic
O Short summary statement (in case they read no further)
O Interpretive text in adult-focused language reflecting natural, cultural and First Nations relevance
O Interpretive photo or illustration, with credits where applicable

Musuem-on-a-Stick: Blade Back
The back of the blade features the self-guided activities for this FIT trail stop:
O Experiential Activity title
O A
 ctivity instructions using child-focused content and language (reflects topic; takes 15 minutes or less)
O Interpretive photo or illustration (often linked by icon to SEE and/or DO activities)
O Simple SEE activity (reflects topic; targets senses; inspires free play, takes 5 minutes or less)
O Simple DO activity (reflects topic; targets senses; inspires free play, takes 5 minutes or less)

See and Do Icons
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Blade Templates
To learn more about accessing FIT blade templates in electronic format, please visit:
www.bonnecherepark.on.ca
Quick Response Codes
Quick Response Codes (QR Codes) can also be embedded into FIT trail posts and blades. A QR code is a type
of matrix barcode that can be used to store a custom URL. Users with wireless access and camera phone
equipped with a QR reader link directly to relevant up-to-date online content.

Sample Quick Response Code (QR Code)
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FIT Interpretation Tool

Leader’s Guide
To ensure that each FIT trail program is delivered efficiently, accurately and consistently, it is highly
recommended that you develop a Leaders’ Guide for interpreters leading guided groups, comprising:
O Footprints in Time traditional First Nations teaching
O FIT Trail Map
O Interpreting a FIT Trail
O Before You Head Out: schedule, materials and resources
O Welcome
O Footprints in Time action song
O Turtle Island Time Machine interpretation script
O Interpretation scripts and Step-by-step activity instructions for each stop
Interpreting a FIT Trail (see page 93) provides tips on how to effectively present the on-trail program, by
engaging staff, volunteers and users alike.

See Appendix II: McNaughton Trail Leader’s Guide.
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APPENDIX I

Experiential Activities
NOTE: Browse additional activities in Appendix II: McNaughton Trail Leader’s Guide
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Bat & Moth
Number of participants: 5 or more
Age: 5 years and up
Materials: 1 blindfold
Form a circle 2 to 3 metres across. Choose a member of the circle to be the bat, who stands in the center of
the circle blindfolded or with eyes closed. Designate three to five other children as moths and ask them also to
come to the center of the circle. The bat tries to catch the moths.
Whenever the bat calls out “Bat!” the moths call back ‘’Moth!‘’ Tell the moths: “Every time you hear the
bat call out ‘Bat!‘ it’s his radar signal hitting you. He sends it out to see if there ‘s any thing out there. His cry
bounces off you and returns to him like a radar signal. The return signal is the word ‘Moth!‘ that you shout.
Now he knows moths are near - and he’s ready to eat!”
The bat tracks down and tags the moths by listening to their responses. It takes good concentration to be a
successful bat.
Add some excitement by bringing two bats into the circle at once. Encourage the bats to hunt as a team. People
making up the circle help to gently guide the bats as needed to remain safe.

Source: Sharing Nature with Children; Joseph Cornell
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Scavenger Hunt
Number of participants: 3 or more
Age: 5 years and up
Materials: paper bags, pencils, scavenger lists
Scavenger hunts can take many forms, and while this one is based on a traditional list, you should also consider
creative options, such as colour hunts (search for objects of various colours and shades) and alphabet hunts
(e.g. Apple tree, Bark, Clouds, Daisy).
The items below are just to touch and see but not to collect. Check off as many of the following items as you
can find:
Basic Checklist

Advanced Checklist

O a rock

O something alive

O soil

O something dead

O something prickly

O something that has a happy look

O something furry

O something that has a fierce look

O something smooth and cold

O a plant growing on a nonliving thing

O something bumpy

O a plant that is shaded by a plant

O something scratchy

O something that is changing back into soil

O a berry

O an example of erosion

O a red leaf

O food that would be good for a sparrow

O a brown leaf

O a tree with flat needles

O a yellow leaf

O a plant that smells nice

O a green leaf

O a leaf that has been chewed by an insect

O moss

O a dead branch on a living tree

O a pine cone

O something that you think is really interesting

O a pine cone that has been pulled apart by a squirrel

O something that you dislike

O something wet

O something that helps a robin

O something sticky
O something made by humans (this is litter - pick it up!)

Source: Five Minute Field Trips; Global, Environmental and Outdoor Education Council, Canadian Parks and
Wilderness, and Calgary Zoo
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Nature Trust Walk
Divide students into pairs. One person in each pair closes their eyes or is blindfolded. The ‘sighted’ partner
slowly leads their ‘blind’ partner to a unique feature in the area: an old stump, perhaps, or an interesting patch
of moss, asking their partner to use their sense of touch and smell to explore. The blindfolded partner, after
being brought back to the starting area by a roundabout route, is then asked to open their eyes and return to
the feature that they just explored using their senses. Next, have the two players switch roles.
Important: natural areas contain hazards so use caution and remain trustworthy.
If you are studying trees, this activity can serve as a valuable sensory tour of different species of trees and
shrubs.

Source: Five Minute Field Trips; Global, Environmental and Outdoor Education Council, Canadian Parks and
Wilderness, and Calgary Zoo
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Bird Habitat Hopscotch
1.

Reinforce the idea that while many bird habitat types are found in Renfrew County, one is far, far

away. In late summer and fall, most local birds fly south – to Wintering Grounds – to escape our cold seasons.
This behavioural adaptation is called migration, which involves flying great distances to avoid the cold. During
migration, birds must find food and shelter. Because of habitat loss, finding proper migration habitat is getting
harder and harder. While migration boosts an individual bird’s chances of survival, it poses hazards as well.
2.

Draw several large hopscotch courses on the pavement with chalk or in the sand using a stick. There

should be 10 squares per course. Number the squares 1 to 10. Mark the top of the course WINTER and the
bottom of the course SUMMER.
3.

Divide the children into groups of 3 or 4 and have them line up at the bottom of the various courses.

Tell the students that they are birds starting their journey south and that each of the squares represents a
habitat area between Renfrew County and Mexico.
4.

In traditional hopscotch fashion, children are then challenged to migrate southward on the course

one at a time. They do not have to step on every square, however, they must hop WITHIN the lines. All children
should be successful in the first migration.
5.

Now, tell the children you are a developer who has destroyed a habitat to build new houses. Draw a

large “X” on square number 3. Ask the children to make the migration once again, however the children may
not set foot on the destroyed habitat. If they do, they die and may not participate in any further migrations.
6.

After all children have run through, destroy several more squares one at a time (due to forest fire,

flood, wetland drainage, tree harvesting) and repeat the procedure having them migrate from south to north
(winter to summer) and back again. Repeat this process until all children fail to make the migration. Try to mark
off the squares in such a way that not all are destroyed but are so far apart children cannot make the jump.

Source: Adapted from the Texas Commission for Environmental Quality by the Friends of Bonnechere Parks
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Mother Nature Loves
Children love repetitive and rhythmic word games. Sing-song repetition is a proven technique in memory
retention. Mother Nature Loves is a variation of the game Concentration, using words with a logical sequence
in a rhythmic pattern. It is an ideal exercise to reinforce language skills; for example, it could be used to teach
children the names of animals in an ecosystem using a First Nations language.
Groups of eight stand in a circle; Mother Nature stands in the middle. Assign animal names in order from
smallest to biggest to those in the circle, for example: Ant, Worm, Robin, Rabbit, Fox, Wolf, Bear, Moose. If First
Nation languages are being used, photos of the selected animals hung around the neck are a helpful addition.
Rehearse the rhythm of the game: slap thighs once, clap twice, snap fingers once. Repeat about every three
seconds so maintain a steady beat throughout the game.
To begin, Mother Nature starts the rhythm and names one of the animals. For example:
“Mother Nature loves Rabbit.”
In response, Rabbit sets the pattern that all subsequent players must follow by first naming themselves, then
choosing either the animal to their left, the animal to their right, or Mother Nature. For example:
“Loves Rabbit, loves Fox.” OR
“Loves Rabbit, loves Robin.” OR
“Loves Rabbit, loves Mother Nature.”
For the next round, if Rabbit passes it on to Fox, then Fox would repeat their own name and then choose either
the animal to their left, or right, or Mother Nature and so on for each round.
When a player makes a mistake in repeating the sequence, they become Mother Nature. The former Mother
Nature then moves to the highest position (Moose) and everyone shifts down one, taking on a new identity.
Note, the order of animal names never changes.

Source: Rediscovery Ancient Pathways, New Directions; Thom Henley
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Big Wolf
The dynamics of this game are surprisingly similar to the interplay between any species and its habitat. As long
as there is sufficient food, water and territory, the wolves prosper. A reduction in the availability of any or all of
these habitat elements results in a population decline. Play this game five or six times, so the participants can
better understand these dynamics.
Choose a large open area or field. One third of the players are wolves and line up side by side at one end of the
field. The remaining players are habitat and make a line, side-by-side about 15 to 20 metres away, facing the
wolves.
Practise the following actions to represent food, water or territory:
Territory: stretch both arms out wide
Food: hold belly with both hands
Water: cover mouth with both hands
Both teams of players now turn their backs to one another and silently make one of the actions. When the
instructor gives the signal to turn round, the wolves run toward the habitat element they are making. When
a wolf finds someone that matches their sign they take them back to join the wolf team. Every wolf that is
successful in finding territory, food or water lives to reproduce. Any wolf unsuccessful in matching his or her
need with a habitat player dies and joins of the habitat team.
Adaptation: The instructor secretly tells all the habitat players to choose the same action. What happens?

Source: Rediscovery Ancient Pathways, New Directions; Thom Henley
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Songline
In Australian aboriginal culture it is a deep-set custom to walk through the landscape and share the story of
each landmark through word and song. Thus children learn their history and can find their way because these
stories contain important details. Anthropologists call this wonderful cultural tradition ‘Songlining’.
Games like this, especially if introduced when children are young, create an exceptional awareness of one’s
surroundings. As children get older and wander further, they begin to see each section of the landscape as
unique, yet personal. The landscape becomes animated with living, imaginative beings that cultivate an imageand-story-based mindset. More common in nature-based cultures, some psychologists call this relationship
participation mystique. As we re-story a landscape, we invite it to speak to more than just our rational minds.
Divide the group in two, with an instructor in each group. Each group chooses a non-living natural object — or
treasure — that it hides from the other group. It then composes and shares a verbal (each child narrating one
line) or written Songline as a guide to find the object. The clues in the Songline should comprise imaginative
names and descriptive directions through the landscape, forming a narrative map to the treasure. For example:
“First head towards the Standing Tower Rock, then turn away from the sun and walk twenty steps. Next, look
for the Tree-Ring Circus. Walk into the middle and look between Grandma Cedar and her grand-baby. Head for
Uncle Joe the mossy stump and look under his hat.”
If the hidden treasure can’t be found using these instructions, some translation may be required:
“First head towards the tall, thin rock standing on end, turn away from the sun and walk twenty steps. Next,
look for the circle of trees. Walk into the middle and look between the biggest and the smallest cedar trees.
Head towards the mossy stump that looks like it has a face and find the treasure under the huckleberry
growing out of the top of the stump.”
Note: Some children may want to set up impossible challenges for the other team. Use this opportunity to help
them learn to see and speak with subtlety. Help them make it tricky but translatable.

Source: Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature, For Kids of all Ages and their Mentors; Jon Young, Ellen Haas
and Evan McGown
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Deer Bounding Challenge
Deer make the best teachers for humans that want to learn how to jump high: they have thin long legs just like
pogo sticks that allow them to jump straight up into the air to escape predators. Forests often become thick
with obstacles such as fallen logs that prevent clear running, so deer need to be able to bound high and come
down delicately.
Ask players to stand in a line. Then gather some backpacks and begin stacking them on the ground about 5 to
10 metres from the start line. This pile of backpacks becomes a growing mound that the deer must jump over.
Teach the deer-bounding form and demonstrate by jumping over the backpacks. Ask the players to practice
leaping as high off the ground as they can then have them return to the start line.
Before each turn, have them pause, close their eyes and imagine a deer bounding high into the sky, over a
fence. Ask them to feel the springy explosion of hooves leaving the ground. Encourage them to become deer,
then open their eyes and go for it!
For healthy competition, put the emphasis on setting and meeting personal goals and encouraging each other.
Start out easy, with just a couple of backpacks stacked. Allow players to jump one at a time, then return to
the back of the line to wait for their next turn. On each round, add to the stack of backpacks. When someone
knocks the stack over, simply rebuild it. Continually encourage everyone to see whatever level they reach as a
success.
This activity will improve physical fitness while encouraging children to interact physically with the natural
world. In activities where an animal form is emphasized, children often begin to interact physically by looking to
animals as teachers of different ways to move.

Source: Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature, For Kids of all Ages and their Mentors; Jon Young, Ellen
Haas,and Evan McGown
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Camouflage
Age: 4 +
Group Size: 5+
Time: 10 minutes
Materials: Small rope (40 to 50 cm) or item to mark spot (optional)
Environment: Open space with places to hide
How to Play
One player is the leader and keeps one foot inside a small rope circle (or planted in one place) at all times. The
leader closes their eyes and calls, “Camouflage,” counting down from 15.
The other players hide (but must be able to see the leader).
The leader calls out the players that s/he sees by describing their clothes and/or location.
When the leader cannot see any more players, s/he closes their eyes, holds out their hands and calls “Feeding
time”, counting down from 15.
All hidden players run out to touch the leader’s hand and run back to any hiding spot.
Upon reaching zero, the leader opens his/her eyes to catch any players or finds hidden players.
When the leader cannot find anyone s/he calls, “Feeding time” again, counting down from 10.
The leader decreases the feeding time by five counts each round until all players are found.
Players who have been caught can act as a ‘forest’ about 20 m from the leader. The forest can help conceal
players introducing strategic and cooperative elements.
Creative Adaptations
• Players must hide in a different location each time.
• Players skip, hop or create another action to return for feeding time.
• Players dramatize animals getting food (e.g. bear/berries, bird/insects, squirrel/nuts).
• A player can become a logger and cut down some ‘trees’, possibly revealing hiding creatures.
Environmental Link
• Some animals use camouflage to help them survive by blending into their surroundings.
• D
 iscuss how different animals hide themselves and use adaptations or behaviours to avoid or ward off their
enemies (e.g. deer, arctic fox, butterfly, grouse or stick insect).
• Discuss the dangers of being seen by a predator and the role of habitat in survival.
• P
 lay using predator/prey relationships (e.g. fox /rabbits). The leader represents the fox and/or the rabbit’s
needs. Discuss sources for food, water and shelter (e.g. grass, tree buds, streams, etc.).
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Health Connection Digestive System
• What messages does your body give you when it’s thirsty or hungry?
• Y our body needs regular nutritious food and water to function at its best. Without water and/or food you can
get tired, weak, irritable, and be unable to perform activities or think clearly.
• Making smart choices about what we eat and drink is important for our health.
• M
 ost of the time, choose foods that offer the highest nutrition (whole foods) and limit items that have little
to no food value e.g. high sugar, salt and fat items like cookies, chips, chocolate and pop.

Activity Source: KidActive Game Tags; www.kidactive.ca
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Turtle Tag
Age: 5 +
Group size: Any
Time: 5 minutes+
Environment: Open area
How to Play
Define boundaries. One player is It. All other players try to avoid being tagged. A player can be safe by acting
like a turtle and pulling their arms and legs into their shell. Players can be safe for up to five seconds.
Players become It when tagged. The game ends when everyone is It.
Creative Adaptations
• Players skip or gallop instead of run.
• The It person changes each time.
• Avoid being tagged by acting like an overturned turtle on its back.
• C
 hange characters: heron on one leg with wings tucked; zigzagging dragonfly with wings out.
Environmental Link
• T urtles are a species that have been on earth for a very long time, even living with dinosaurs. The Green Sea
Turtle has lived in the oceans for almost 150 million years but now is an endangered species.
• S pecies can become endangered or at risk when their habitat is threatened by different factors (e.g.
pollution, habitat destruction, acid precipitation, climate change, introduced invasive species).
• A
 ny loss of species can change how ecosystems function. Plants, animals and micro organisms are all
interconnected and play important roles in maintaining the balance.
• Be an environmental steward, find out about species at risk in your area and what you can do to help protect them.
Health Connection Nervous system
• E very creature needs to rest. Just like eating, sleep is necessary for survival.
• S leep gives our body and mind a chance to rest and recover from our daily activities.
• L osing occasional sleep can make you grumpy and clumsy. With even less sleep, you can have problems
thinking and performing tasks. Eventually, the brain is unable to send messages to your body without sleep.
• P
 eople need different amounts of sleep to function properly. Children between the ages of 5 and 12 usually
need ten to eleven hours of sleep each night for their healthy development.

Activity Source: KidActive Game Tags, www.kidactive.ca
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APPENDIX II

FIT Case Study:

McNaughton Trail Leader’s Guide
Application of the FIT approach as applied to the McNaughton Trail in Bonnechere Provincial Park, the original
Footprints in Time trail.
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Traditional First Nations Teaching

From Discover the Spirits of the Little Bonnechere: A Cultural Heritage Activity Book for Youth, published by the
Friends of Bonnechere Parks.
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Interpreting a FIT Trail
As an interpreter it’s important to be attentive to your group throughout their trail experience and adjust your
delivery and approach as needed. Perform periodic scans and ask yourself questions like:
O Are people listening or are they distracted?
O Is one topic of more interest to the group than another?
O Do children need to burn off some energy?
It’s perfectly fine to reduce some of the material or be selective and adapt activities in order to maintain a good
flow to keep your group engaged. For example, get children to dramatize an animal on the way to the next stop
to keep them occupied. While it’s important to be prepared and have a plan, be flexible enough to enhance the
trail experience for all participants.
Compared to self-guided users, guided groups will often benefit from activities that accommodate more
people, offer more complex information and include more physical activity. So choose activities accordingly.
To help reinforce the Footprints in Time teaching, demonstrate the amount of time First Nations have been in
this area compared to Europeans. At each stop on the trail ask participants to answer the following questions:
O This feature is relevant to what era(s)?
O Were First Nations people here at this time?
O Were Europeans here at this time?
Another way to reinforce this concept would be to ask:
“Who has the era checklists? Has anyone found any features along the trail that match your era checklist?”
OR: “Does anyone have this feature on their era checklist?”
There are many ways to deliver content as part of an interpretive program. Here are a few suggestions for this
FIT trail depending on your audience and time available.
1. Get different volunteers to read the interpretive blades out loud to the rest of the group.
2. The leader summarizes the main points to the group from the information on the interpretative blades. This
is probably the best approach for school groups.
3. Alternate between these two methods for variety. This is best suited for guided family groups to help
increase the interest for both children and adults.
Whichever approach you use, be sure to involve your group in experiential activities at each stop (see back of
blade). Remember to circulate the show-and-tell items from your backpack. Tactile objects help audiences to
reinforce and remember information and experiences. Some fragile or sensitive items you may need to hold
rather than pass around. That said, whenever possible it adds to a participant’s experience if they can touch an
item in some fashion (e.g. use your baby finger to feel a beaver skull).
Most importantly, have fun! Your enthusiasm and positive approach will add to everyone’s enjoyment.
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Before You Head Out
Time: 2 hours
Site: McNaughton Trail Short Loop
Start and End: The Depot
If the group is divided in two, one heads east, the other heads west.
Schedule
1. Welcome
2. Footprints in Time Action Song
3. Turtle Island Time Machine
4. Interpretive Hike
5. Lunch
Trip Leader’s Backpack
• Trip Leader’s Guide
• Checklist (with clipboard and pencil) for each of four eras: Paleo-Indian, Archaic, Woodland, Historic
• Show-and-Tell items
Show and Tell Items
White Pine: log driver’s boot; jack pine cone and needles; white pine cone and needles
Tamarack: tamarack cone and needles
First Nations: Woodland pot shard
Oxbows: model or photo of ox with ox bow (or yoke); aerial map of oxbows on the Little Bonnechere River
Ancient Beach: maps showing retreating Ice Cap
Little Bonnechere River: canoe paddle
Turtles: map of North America illustrating turtle shape; turtle models
Beavers: beaver skull and/or teeth; felt hat
Birch Bark: birch bark basket
Log Buildings: broad axe; squared-log puzzle
Deer: moccasin
Plants: sweetgrass braid
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Welcome
Welcome to Bonnechere Provincial Park.
My name is _____.
Also helping me today are: ____________ and ________________.
Today we are going to go travelling on the McNaughton Footprints in Time Trail.
Remember that name as it will come up along the hike.
We are going to learn things about this land and river, and the people who have lived here going back
thousands of years.
We are going to be out on the trail for about two hours.
If we have parents joining us with children under 5 years, you may want to consider sticking to the short loop
and we will catch up to you. This means that after the Oxbow Stop (#4), we will ask you to wait at a passive play
and snack area along the trail. We will pick you up as we come by.
Be sure to bring along:
• water bottle
• hat
• sunscreen
• bug spray
• remember to use the washroom if you have to (there is only one other on the trail)
But first let’s review the rules of good behavior for today:
1. Respect those around you and the environment.
2. Leave only footprints; take no living thing.

Okay, let’s get started!
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Footprints in Time Action Song
Sung to tune of ‘This Old Man’ (or spoken as a spell OR rap).

Start your interpretive program by singing the Footprints in Time action song. It’s a great teaching tool based
on the concept of time travel through 12 000 years. Singing the words and doing the actions will awaken
enthusiasm in your group!
For school groups, ask the class to learn the song ahead of their arrival at Bonnechere Park.

Turtle Island time machine, Footprints show where we have been.
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere, Guide us through 12 000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Paleo-Indian: 12 000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Archaic: 10 000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Woodland: 3000 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Historic: 500 years ago! Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Turtle Island time machine, Footprints show where we have been.
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere, Guide us through the future years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
--------------------------------------------------------------If your group is very enthusiastic and you have the time, use the following script to teach the song.
Use flash cards displaying each of the time periods and number of years ago.
Let’s learn the Footprints in Time song.
Form a line, standing side by side so we can walk back and forth through time. We will start at 12 000 years ago
when First Nations people arrived. I’ll sing one line, then everyone repeat it with me.
Chorus
Turtle Island time machine
Footprints show where we have been
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere
Guide us through 12 000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Let’s sing that whole chorus again!
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Then Leader moves on, asking them to repeat what Leader says:
Action Verse 1
PALEO: 12 000 years ago!
Take 2 steps counting: 1-2
Stop. Clap. Shout:
ARCHAIC: 10 000 years ago!
Take 7 steps counting: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7
Stop. Clap. Shout:
WOODLAND: 3000 years ago!
Take 3 steps counting: 1-2-3
Stop. Clap. Shout:
HISTORIC: 500 years ago!
Take 1 baby step. Stop. Clap. Shout:
TODAY!
We’ve travelled through to present-day. Now let’s turn around and travel back 12 000 years.
Chorus
Turtle Island time machine
Footprints show where we have been
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere
Guide us through 12,000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.
Now see if you can remember the time periods as we walk back from present-day:
Action Verse 2
Take 1 baby step. Stop. Clap. Shout:
HISTORIC: 500 years ago!
Take 3 steps counting: 1-2-3
Stop. Clap. Shout:
WOODLAND: 3000 years ago!
Take 7 steps counting: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7
Stop. Clap. Shout:
ARCHAIC: 10 000 years ago!
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Take 2 steps counting: 1-2
Stop. Clap. Shout:
PALEO: 12 000 years ago!
Turn back to face trail.
We’ve now travelled backwards to 12 000 years ago!
Let’s wrap up by singing the chorus one last time.
Chorus
Turtle Island time machine
Footprints show where we have been
Spirits of the Little Bonnechere
Guide us through 12 000 years.
Clap 2 times. Wolf howl.

OK. We’re ready to set out on our journey!
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Turtle Island Time Machine
Our journey back in time is based on a First Nations teaching called Footprints in Time. It was shared with us
many years ago by Dorothy Commanda, who was an Algonquin Elder at nearby Pikwakanagan on Golden Lake.
We thank Dorothy for sharing this teaching with us. Meegwetch.
Gather your group at the base of the Turtle Island Time Machine, looking northeast toward the winding path
of posts. The Leader shares the following narrative while walking back to Post 1: Paleo-Indian Era. Three other
interpreters follow; one each stopping at Post 4: Archaic, Post 10: Woodland and Post 13: Historic.
Today we are going to be time travellers. We will use the Turtle Island Time Machine to walk through the past
to see things that have been in the Ottawa Valley for thousands of years. This time machine is named after
Turtle Island, which is the name given to North America by the First Nations people because of the continent’s
turtle shape.
Where I am standing marks 12 000 years ago: the length of time First Nations people lived in the Ottawa Valley!
Each of these posts represents 1000 years: a millennium. The four special posts mark periods in time: PaleoIndian, Archaic, Woodland and Historic. We also call them eras. Now let’s learn more about each of these eras.
Starting at the Paleo-Indian post, interpret the four eras in time (see pages 100 - 103).
What does this timeline teach us? When we look back, notice how long First Nations people lived on this land:
from the Paleo-Indian Era to today. That’s 12 000 years or more! Now look at how long Europeans have lived in
the Ottawa Valley. They arrived in the Historic Era -- that’s only about 500 years ago.
Now we are going to head out onto the trail to learn about the water, land and people that shaped this region.
And we will also learn why it’s so important to protect these stories and this place for those who come after us.
Everyone parades through the Time Machine starting at present-day, and then back in time and onto the trail.
--------------------------------------------If you do not have access to the Turtle Island Time Machine, the Leader can interpret the teaching as follows:
To begin our time travel, I will mark a line at the heel and take a small step. Then I will mark a line at my toes
then take 12 giant steps, marking each one with a line in the sand or with a small stone or pinecone.
When I turn around I see 13 marks covering 12 periods in time. Each step represents one thousand years: a
millennium. Where I am standing marks 12 000 years ago: the length of time First Nations people lived in the
Ottawa Valley. That small step at the very beginning marks the length of time Europeans have been in Ontario.
Today we are going to use time travel to walk through the past. We will learn about the water, land and people
that shaped this region over thousands of years. And we will also learn why it’s so important to protect these
stories and this place for those who come after us.
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TIMELINE POST 1

Paleo-Indian Era
10 000 to 12 000 Years Ago

Glaciers were not far away. Mastodons roamed the land near here. The Original People
grew familiar with the land and used its resources; oral histories were passed down.
As the Laurentian Glacier receded to White Partridge Lake to the northwest, the water of large glacial lakes
cascaded down the Bonnechere River. Although it flowed here for only a few years, it left behind a large sand
delta at Bonnechere. The Ottawa-Bonnechere Graben, a rift valley formed millions of years ago, flooded from
Round Lake to the Champlain Sea near Eganville. Plant communities were established and ecosystems formed.
Marshes, forests and grasslands matured; the Boreal forest dominated. Faunal repopulation was from the
south.

Can I have a volunteer to look for Paleo-Indian Era features along this trail?
Hand them the list. Leader or volunteer reads it aloud:

CHECKLIST
• Bonnechere River
• Boreal forest
• birch and spruce trees
• deltaic sand
• ancient beach of glacial lake
• medicinal plants
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TIMELINE POST 4

Archaic Era
10 0000 to 3000 Years Ago

The ancestral Algonquin developed new technologies. They made dug-out canoes and
worked with stone and copper.
North America experienced a Mass Extinction followed by rapid climate warming. Many animal species were
lost; pine forest and grasslands dominated. Then the continent cooled close to present levels, mixed forest
ecosystems formed and biodiversity expanded dramatically. Sand dunes and oxbows formed along the Little
Bonnechere River. Faunal species including Elk and Woodland Caribou arrived from the south. Archaic people
set up seasonal communities nearby and made stone tools from chert and other local rock. Copper and other
exotic materials and metal-working methods were introduced via trade with the west.

Can I have a volunteer to look for Archaic Era features along this trail?
Hand them the list. Leader or volunteer reads it aloud:

CHECKLIST
• oxbows
• mixed forest
• quartz
• local rock
• projectile points
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TIMELINE POST 10

Woodland Era
3000 to 500 Years Ago

The people of the Woodland era formed tribes. They made clay pots and some grew corn.
Since the Algonquin dome to the northwest captures the majority of local precipitation, the Bonnechere Valley
became one of the driest regions in Southeastern Ontario. Contact with the Ohio Valley introduced pottery and
domesticated plants. There was increased use of the bow and arrow; food preservation techniques improved.
Artistic design flourished. Material wealth was at an all-time high and seasonal villages developed along the
Bonnechere, Madawaska and Ottawa Rivers. As populations increased, family groups developed into larger
clusters based on common cultural and language characteristics.

Can I have a volunteer to look for Woodland Era features along this trail?
Hand them the list. Leader or volunteer reads it aloud.

CHECKLIST
• oak trees
• white pine trees
• poplar trees
• riverside resting places
• pot shards
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TIMELINE POST 13

Historic Era
500 Years Ago to Present

Europeans arrived and established settlements. The First Nations Algonquin populations
became smaller.
Europeans began to explore and map the land. Samuel de Champlain sought a mythical route to Asia via
the St Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers. The Fur trade began. Jesuit missionaries expanded into the interior to
establish missions, creating maps along the way. As raiding by the Iroquois increased, the local Algonquin made
themselves scarce. Smallpox and other introduced diseases were rampant. The Algonquin population declined
as European numbers grew. Eventually fur trading was replaced by the logging era, and debris from the felled
trees led to massive fires consuming large swaths of forest.

Can I have a volunteer to look for Historic Era features along this trail?
Hand them the list. Leader or volunteer reads it aloud.

CHECKLIST
• beavers
• survey posts
• log buildings
• white pine trees
• white-tailed deer
• split-rail fences
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White Pine
Footprint in Time: Historic Era
200 Years Ago

About 1850, the Bonnechere River Valley produced 15 percent of Ottawa Valley White
Pine square timber.
In the early 1800s European settlers came to the Bonnechere River to harvest the giant White Pine. Each
winter the shantymen lived in primitive log cabins and laboured from dawn to dusk felling trees using axes and
crosscut saws. Some large timbers were cut square; others were left round. In spring, log drivers floated the
round logs to sawmills in Bytown [Ottawa] and the square timbers to Quebec City, for transport to England. By
the early 1900s, the Bonnechere’s banks had been extensively logged and in the decades that followed, the
original White and Red Pine stands were replaced by mixed forest.

Checklist: Does anyone have White Pine on their checklist?
Show & Tell: White Pine versus Jack pine (cone and needles); log driver’s boot
ACTIVITY: Sizing Up the White Pine
Loggers chose the largest and healthiest White Pine trees to cut down. Often these trees were more than 150
to 200 years old -- just like this one.
Look way up to see the cones hanging on the branches near the top of the tree.
Can you find a cone from the White pine on the ground. Is your finger longer than the cone? Is your foot?
See the needles that have dropped to the ground? How many needles are in a cluster?
Gently rub your cheek on the bark. How does it feel?
Rub the needles between your fingers and smell.
Who would use the tree for food or shelter?

	Large White Pine average about 3 to 5 meters around. Join hands to measure the
circumference of these White Pine.
Look for White Pine trees and square timber buildings along this trail.
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Tamarack
Footprint in Time: Historic to Present Era
1600 to Present

The Tamarack grows needles like a conifer, but drops them each fall much like a
deciduous tree.
The Tamarack is a coniferous tree that grows best in wet soil. Like other conifers, the Tamarack grows leaves
that are needle-like, but more typical of deciduous species its blue-green leaves turn yellow and drop each fall.
Tough, durable and highly flexible when cut in strips, the wood was used by the Algonquin First Nations people
to make snowshoes. As well, they used the bark to tan leather, and its medicinal qualities to treat wounds and
ailments. During the settlement era, the rot-resistant Tamarack was used to make runners for the horse-drawn
sleds that travelled up and down the frozen river each winter.

Checklist: Does anyone have Tamarack on their checklist?
Show & Tell: Tamarack cone and needles
ACTIVITY 1: Feeding the Forest
For school groups up to grade 2, and families with young children.
Trees need food to grow -- just like us. Fortunately, forests are like giant food processing plants. Look down at
your feet. The forest floor is covered in natural waste such as leaves, seeds and branches. Let’s gently brush
away some of this material. This rich dark soil is being recycled into food for plants and animals so trees can
grow as big as this Tamarack. Make a feast for a tree by collecting things that are dead or dying (usually brown
in colour) in your hand, or in a pile. Find as many different kinds of things as you can for your forest feast. Make
sure it smells good! Find a tree that needs some food and put your feast at its roots. If trees could talk they
would say: “Thank-you chef!”
-----------------------------------------ACTIVITY 2: Build a Tree
For larger groups of older children and adults: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yK80_d8tObE
We can see the outside features of the tree, but what about the inside?
Let’s play a game to talk about the parts that make up the inside of a tree and how it works.
Heartwood: choose 1-3 tall, strong people that stand with backs to each other.
This is the heartwood – the inner core, the spine of the tree. Its job is to hold the trunk and branches upright so
the leaves can get their share of the sun. Let’s check to make sure the heartwood will be strong enough for our
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tree. On the count of three everyone blow as hard as you can…ready? 1, 2, 3, BLOW! Okay, heartwood, looks
like you passed the test. It is your job to stand tall and strong.
Roots: choose 2+ people to squat around base of heartwood; face outward.
You are the roots. You carry water and nutrients to the tree and help it stay in place. Put out your arms and
extend your fingers. You make a loud, long, slurping sound. Let’s try it together. Get group to all do it together,
then get the roots to try it on their own.
Xylem: choose 2+ people to form a loose circle around the heartwood, facing inward.
Draw water up from the roots, lifting it to the branches. You lift hundreds of litres a day, at speeds of over 150
kilometres an hour! When I say, “Bring the water up!” the xylem squats down and throws its arms up in the air,
saying Wheeeee!’ Let’s practice. Now let’s add the roots. “Slurp it up roots!”(Slurppppppp!) “Bring the water
up xylem!”(Wheeeee!)
Phloem: chose 2+ people to form a circle around the xylem, facing inward.
You are the phloem, or food tubes. You are the part of the tree that carries the food made by leaves to every
part of the tree. Stretch your arms upward and flutter your hands like leaves, absorbing the energy from the
sun to make food. When I say, ‘Bring the food down!’, you say, ‘Whooooooo!’, and bend at the knees, dropping
your arms and body towards the ground. Let’s practice.
Go through the sounds and motions with all of the parts in order: Heartwood: stand tall and strong! Roots:
Slurp it up! Xylem: Bring the water up! Phloem: Bring the food down!
Bark: remaining people form circle around the tree, facing outward.
If you have enough people, put fists on chest with elbows out to look tough.
The bark protects the tree from fire, insects, extreme temperature changes and people who want to scratch
them with knives.
Insect Attack: as interpreter, play the role of a hungry insect trying to bore into the tree. The bark should try to fend
you off. Before you begin the insect attack, practise the whole role play a few times with all the parts and keep going:
Heartwood, stand tall and strong! Roots, slurp it up! Xylem bring the water up! Phloem bring the food down!
Get tough bark! Here comes the insects…
Try to nudge your way through the bark at different places, without luck. Finally, announce that the bark is too
strong and you are off to go find an easier tree to attack.
Give a big group cheer/clap for being such a flourishing tree.

	Gently brush away some of the leaves on the forest floor. The rich dark soil you see is
being recycled into food for plants and animals.
Watch for other Tamarack trees along this trail.
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First Nations
Footprint in Time: Woodland Era
3000 to 500 Years Ago

The Little Bonnechere River has been a good place to camp for thousands of years.
Archaeological evidence shows that hunter-gatherers ancestral to the Algonquin people were the first to arrive
in the Ottawa Valley, occupying small campsites along ancient waterways. As the climate warmed, the First
Nations people of the Archaic era chose seasonal habitations nearby. But it was the Woodland people, from
3000 to 500 years ago, who left behind evidence of a more permanent lifestyle along the Little Bonnechere
River. Here they had access to an abundance of resources: fish, game, sap and berries for food, basswood for
cordage, spruce for pitch and lashing, clay for pottery, birch bark for canoes and containers.

Checklist: Does anyone have pot shard on their checklist?
Show & Tell: Woodland pot shard
ACTIVITY: Still-Hunting
First Nations people practised a technique called Still-Hunting, waiting for food animals to approach them. Let’s
pretend we are Woodland people and still hunt as they did:
1.

Find a spot and crouch close to the ground or sit quietly. Stay silent and still.

2.

Hold up your closed fists, then close your eyes.

3.	Listen for animal and other sounds. When you hear a sound, hold up a finger; continue until you get to
ten. If you are finished before the others, wait silently until everyone is ready.
4.	Start with sounds close by, then listen for sounds further away. Let’s begin.
Allow 15 to 20 seconds. Discuss what was heard.
5.

Are the sounds natural or man-made? From which direction did they come?

6.

Would the Woodland people of 3000 years ago have heard these sounds?

	Try a simple bird call. Rhythmically repeat the pshh-pshh-pshh sound. Are you lucky
enough to attract a sparrow, warbler, chickadee, jay or nuthatch?
Look for the birds and animals that you heard.
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Oxbows
Footprint in Time: Archaic through Historic Era
5000 Years Ago to Present

Though modern water levels have been stable for about 5000 years, the course of the
river is ever-changing.
A map of the Little Bonnechere River illustrates numerous twists and turns formed over centuries as the river
cut through the sand delta left behind by a flood of glacial meltwater. To this day, the water crosses back and
forth across the old delta, alternately eroding and depositing sand. In the process, U-shaped channels called
oxbows are cut off from the main river. At spring highwater some oxbows reconnect with the main channel
until the water drops again. The oxbows are vital ecosystems, providing habitat for a variety of aquatic plant
and animal species.

Checklist: Does anyone have Oxbows or Deltaic Sand on their checklist?
Show & Tell: photo of ox with ox bow; aerial photo of oxbows on Little Bonnechere River
ACTIVITY: Shaping the River
NOTE: leave the riverside and proceed uphill to a more sandy area of trail where you can draw on the path.
Use a stick to draw a wavy river in the sand. Erase the link to a U-shaped section thereby forming an oxbow. When
a river runs fast, as on a steep slope or in spring runoff, it wants to go straight. On flatter grades or as water levels
drop, the river will wander, sometimes cutting off U-shaped ponds like this one. We call these oxbows.
Let’s recreate and oxbow. Everyone stand in a wavey line, moving your arms up and down like a slow-running
river. Then to show spring flooding, the person at one end will run straight down the middle of our river. As
the person passes, everyone raises their arms then drops them. The water levels have dropped and sands have
shifted, trapping water off from the main river. Ask 1 to 3 people on an outside curve to let go, take one step
back but hold a U-shape. The main river reconnects and flows past. An oxbow is formed.

	As you proceed along the trail, bend down and feel the fine deltaic sands that shape
the oxbows. Draw a picture in the sand.
Watch for other oxbows along this trail.
For parents with tots, we recommend you take about 20 minutes to snack and rest at this spot. We will
proceed along the trail and pick you up as we loop back.
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Ancient Beach
Footprint in Time: Paleo-Indian Era
12 000 to 10 000 Years Ago

As the last glaciers retreated, rushing waters flowed out of Lake Algonquin and through
here for several years.
Lower sections of the Little Bonnechere River flow over the bottom of a glacial lake that led to the Champlain
Sea, an expansive body of saltwater that covered the region to the east about 11 000 years ago. The sea
formed when water from melting glaciers gathered in lands made low by the weight of the ice sheets. Then
saltwater from the Atlantic Ocean invaded, moving as far inland as present-day Eganville and Pembroke. Upon
retreat, the waters that cut the terraces also left behind a legacy of flat terrain and clay sediments that support
the watershed’s rich farmland.

Checklist: Does anyone have Ancient Beach on their checklist?
Show & Tell: maps illustrating retreating Ice Cap
ACTIVITY: Swimming with Whales
If you had stood in this spot 12 000 years ago during the time of the Paleo-Indian, you would have been under
water. Let’s imagine water all around us and go for a swim.
Take a deep breath and dive. Swim, dip and float. Imagine that the water is cold and perhaps slightly salty; not
sea water, but not totally fresh. Swim along with salmon, eels and other freshwater fish.
Today we are lucky: you see a whale and a walrus swim by. These are rare visitors. Come up for air and look
around. See the ridge of land to the west? You are looking at what is called a relic shoreline -- an old beach. It
was cut by waves of an ancient lake that flowed to the Champlain Sea. The ridge marks how high the water was
12 000 years ago!

Look at the ridge to the west. It marks the height of water 12 000 years ago.
	For another perspective, backtrack and turn right onto the trail at the top of the knoll.
Look at the wave-cut shoreline from above.
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Little Bonnechere River
Footprint in Time: Archaic through Historic Era
10 000 Years Ago to Present
The following is a quote from Robert Whiteduck, a former Chief of Pikwakanagan, the Algonquin First Nation
community at nearby Golden Lake, which is also part of the Bonnechere River.

“The Bonnechere River has always had a responsibility to run each day. Recognize this and
smile, because it’s running for you and me.”
Flowing southwest from the Algonquin dome to Round Lake, the Little Bonnechere River formed at the end of
the last Ice Age, when the rushing melt-water eroded a channel through the glacial till covering the Canadian
Shield. Since then, the river has been an important transportation corridor. The First Nations travelled its
waters in birch-bark canoes. European fur-traders followed, their voyageur canoes laden with beaver pelts. In
the 1800s, the lumbermen built dams and log slides to expedite the transport of timber and supplies.

Checklist: Does anyone have the Little Bonnechere River on their checklist?
Show & Tell: canoe paddle
ACTIVITY: Riding the River
The Little Bonnechere River is like a highway. One hundred years ago it was the easiest way to transport the
giant White Pine downriver to market. Before that, First Nations and Europeans paddled this route to explore,
hunt and trade.
Let’s pretend we are voyageurs in huge birch bark canoes. To be efficient, we must all paddle together at 50
strokes per minute!
1. First, let’s practise the basic canoe stroke: the J-Stroke.
2. Imagine you are holding a canoe paddle in your right hand. Then fold your left hand over the palm grip of the
paddle.
3. Make your stroke holding the paddle almost perpendicular to your body. Dip into the water, then pull
straight back.
4. Now count together as you make 50 strokes. I will time you to see if we can make 50 strokes a minute. Once
we set our pace, let’s sing the Footprints in Time song as we travel to the next stop.

Paddle at 45 strokes a minute to the next stop. How hard is it to keep this pace?
Watch for the Little Bonnechere River along this trail.
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Turtles
Footprint in Time: Paleo through Historic Era
12 000 Years Ago to Present

Only 1 percent of Ontario turtles survive to adulthood.
The wetland habitat along the Little Bonnechere River is home to several species of Ontario turtles. In winter
these reptiles hibernate under water, emerging in spring to breed. Females search for sand or gravel areas in
which to lay their eggs, in holes they patiently dig and cover over with their back legs. On sunny days turtles
can be seen basking on logs and rocks. Look for Map Turtles along river banks, Painted Turtles along the river or
in ponds, Snapping Turtles under water, and Blandings Turtles in swampy areas and oxbow habitat.

Checklist: Does anyone have Turtles on their checklist?
Show & Tell: map of North America illustrating the turtle shape; turtle models
ACTIVITY: Beating the Odds
Did you know that ninety-nine percent of all turtles die before adulthood? Many die even before they hatch.
When the female turtle lays her eggs, she buries them in sand and returns to the water. There is no one to
protect the eggs. Predators, such as raccoons, dogs and muskrats, find the nests and eat the eggs.
Let’s play Turtle Tag:
Make two players predators; the rest are turtles. The predators chase the turtles. To protect themselves the
turtles must crouch down into their shells (for a count of 5) to save themselves from being eaten (tagged).
Once a turtle is tagged it becomes a predator. How many turtles survive?

	Cars are a major cause of turtle deaths. If you see a turtle crossing the road, carry it to
a wet area in the direction it is going.
Look for turtles sunbathing on rocks and logs along this trail.

Be sure to pick up parents and tots from the play area as you reach the top of the hill.
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Beavers
Footprint in Time: Historic Era
150 Years Ago

The beaver has probably influenced the history of Canada more than any other animal.
The coureur de bois traded beaver pelts with the local Algonquin in exchange for iron goods, cloth and glass
beads. Unfortunately, they also introduced smallpox and alcohol that devastated First Nations communities.
Once the furs were shipped to Europe they were used to make fashionable felt hats. Over time, the beaver was
hunted to near-extinction before the demand for pelts subsided and effective conservation programs were put
in place. Beavers are talented engineers, using gnawed trees to construct lodges and dams in their wetland
habitat. As a warning, the beaver slaps its broad flat tail on the water.

Checklist: Does anyone have Beavers on their checklist?
Show & Tell: beaver skull and/or teeth; felt hat
ACTIVITY: Engineers of the Wetland
Beavers are known for being very busy. A beaver can fell a 6 cm tree in 10 minutes and rebuild a broken dam
in hours. Beavers have huge front teeth that never stop growing, so all this work cutting down trees helps keep
them at a good length. In the process they create valuable wetland habitat for other animals and plants. Let’s
identify signs of beavers at work at this spot. Do you see any gnawed tree stumps or branches? See the beaver
house? Have you ever been lucky enough to see or hear a beaver? Did it splash its tail as a warning as you
approached?

Do you have a beaver in you pocket? Check your loose change!
	See how the beaver has gnawed around this tree trunk in a spiral from top to bottom,
as the snow melted.
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Surveying the Bonnechere
Footprint in Time: Historic Era
200 Years Ago

After thousands of years of occupation by hunter-gatherer peoples, private land ownership
was introduced by the Europeans.
In 1847 James McNaughton brought nine men with him to survey the Little Bonnechere River. Axemen cleared
paths, chain-bearers marked distance, and the route of the river was measured using a transit or theodolite.
Over time, traditional Native hunting grounds were opened by the government for European settlement.
Unable to live as traditional hunter-gatherers, the Algonquins asked that a reserve be created at Golden Lake
where they had habitually gathered throughout the Historic period.

Checklist: Does anyone have Survey Posts on their checklist?
Show & Tell: survey posts
ACITIVITY: Measure Your Pace
1.	Let’s be surveyors, like James McNaughton for whom this trail is named. Find the two white survey
posts. Guess how many paces it will take you to get from one to the other.
2.

In long even strides, walk from the first survey post to the second, counting your paces.

3.

Most surveyors and foresters have a 12- or 13-step pace (per 100 feet). How does yours compare?

	Pick a landmark down the trail. Estimate how many paces it will take to get you
there. Count your paces as you walk.
Just like today, surveyors had to cope with swarms of blackflies and mosquitoes.
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Birch Bark
Footprint in Time: Paleo Era through to Present
12 000 Years Ago to Present

The Algonquin chose the perfect material for canoe building. Birch bark is lightweight,
smooth, waterproof and resilient.
For thousands of years birch bark has been highly valued by First Nations people as a building and crafting
material. The outer bark of the White (or Paper) Birch is peeled off the tree, then cut, bent and sewn to
make canoes, shelters, containers, hunting and fishing gear, musical instruments, accessories and toys, often
enhanced by quillwork. During the Fur Trade era, the birch bark canoe was the workhorse of the Voyageurs
who spent grueling days risking their lives on the nearby Ottawa River. Working in unison, sometimes in song,
they paddled up to fifty strokes per minute, for hours on end.

Checklist: Does anyone have Birch Trees on their checklist?
Show & Tell: birch bark basket
ACTIVITY: Compare White Birch and Yellow Birch
There are two kinds of birch at this stop. Their names are based on their colour.
Can you guess which two trees are Birch? What are their names?
Let’s compare the bark of the White and Yellow birch trees. What does it feel like? What does it look like?
Mature Yellow Birch bark is gold and shaggy. When young it’s yellow-brown.
Mature White Birch bark is powdery, grey-white on the outside and soft pink-orange on the inside. When
young it’s red-brown.
Traditional birch bark is peeled in sheets from the White Birch to make traditional materials by the First
Nations. When it is fresh it is soft and easy to shape and sew.

	Find a Yellow Birch twig on the ground (not living) and break it to smell the
wintergreen scent.
Watch for other White and Yellow Birch trees along this trail.
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Log Buildings
Footprint in Time: Historic Era
200 Years Ago

The White pine trees were used to build squared-log homes and barns – just like these.
Many squared-log structures have stood the test of time, including these restored ranger cabins and various
buildings upriver at the historic Lafleur Homestead. As Europeans settled along the Little Bonnechere, the
towering White Pine provided a ready supply of building materials for homes and outbuildings. Trees were
felled using crosscut saws and axes, then squared using broadaxes. Walls were raised by stacking square
timbers, then corners were secured using techniques such as notching and dovetailing. Gaps in the walls were
filled with chinking of mud mixed with horsehair, to keep out moisture and insulate the building. Squared-log
structures were traditionally covered with cedar shingles or a scooped roof (logs split in half lengthwise and
hollowed).

Checklist: Does anyone have Log Buildings on their checklist?
Show & Tell: broad axe; squared timber puzzle
ACTIVITY: Built to Last
Two hundred years ago, the White Pine was king in the Ottawa Valley. The species dominated, providing a
ready supply of building materials in Canada and abroad. It would take two men using a crosscut saw about ten
to fifteen minutes to cut down a fair-sized pine. Then the round logs were squared using a broad axe. Notches
were made at either end and the timbers were stacked in rows to build walls. Let’s look around. See the two
square timber buildings? Step closer and look at what keeps them together. These buildings are more than 100
years old!

Stack the dove-tailed logs. See how they fit like a puzzle?
	Look at how the space between the timbers is filled with chinking to keep out the
cold, insects and small animals.
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White-tailed Deer
Footprint in Time: Historic
1900 to Present

Though very common today, White-tailed deer were rare in the Bonnechere Valley until
the 20th century.
This large mammal is named for its white tail and rump that flashes as it bounds from danger. Deer migration
routes crisscross this region linking areas of winter habitat called deer yards. These sheltered stands of conifers
(hemlock, spruce and cedar) buffer the cold winds when snow is deep and food is scarce. Though rare in this
area until the early 1900s, as its populations increased, the White-tailed deer became integral to the Algonquin
way of life. Hides were sewn for clothing and footwear, and stretched across ceremonial drums. Antlers and
bones were made into scrapers, awls and needles.

Checklist: Does anyone have White-tailed Deer on their checklist?
Show & Tell: deer skin moccasin
ACTIVITY: Deer Ears
Deer have very large ears that help them hear approaching predators such as wolves. Let’s test our hearing
to see if it would help protect us in the wild. Everyone must be silent. One person is the deer: cup your hands
behind your ears and close your eyes. Another person walks towards the deer as quietly as possible. When the
deer hears its predator, it should point in the direction of the sound and shout: STARVE! If the deer is wrong,
play resumes. If the deer is right, players change places. Would your hearing keep you alive in the wilderness?

Cup your hands to your ears. Does that help you hear better?
	Look for shrubs along the trail that have been nibbled by deer. This is called deer
browse. Can you see deer tracks on the ground below?
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Plants
Paleo Era through to Present
12 000 through to Present

Many native plants have been here since the Ice Age.
Many common plants growing along the Little Bonnechere today were used by the Algonquin people and
European settlers for food and medicine. Cattails have tuberous roots that are rich in starch and can be used to
make porridge and soups. Goldthread is a tiny white wildflower whose root was used as both clothing dye and
oral medication for cankers and sore throats. Willow relieves headache and poison ivy. Saskatoon berries are
rich in minerals, and blueberries, raspberries, blackberries, wild strawberries and high-bush cranberries were
eaten fresh off the bush, steeped for healing teas or pressed into dry cakes to overwinter.

Checklist: Does anyone have Medicinal Plants on their checklist?
Show & Tell: sweetgrass braid
ACTIVITY: Picture-Perfect Plants
This forest is like a botanical museum. Many beautiful and sometimes rare plants live here. Let’s focus in on
some of these floral specimens. Pick a partner. One person becomes the camera; the other is the photographer.
The camera closes its eyes and is gently led to a plant chosen by the photographer. The photographer taps the
camera twice on its shoulder. The camera opens its eyes for 5 seconds and takes a virtual picture. The team
goes on to take four more pictures. Switch places.

	Tobacco, sage, sweet grass and cedar are plants that the First Nations people use as
medicines. Rub a branch of cedar to smell its rich scent.
	Watch for cedar shrubs and trees as you walk along the trail.
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Links
o	Friends of Bonnechere Parks
http://www.bonnecherepark.on.ca
o	KidActive
http://www.kidactive.ca
o	Ontario Parks
http://www.ontarioparks.com/
________________________________________
o	Active Living Alliance for Canadians with a Disability
http://www.ala.ca
o	Adventure Earth Centre
http://earthed.ns.ca/ea_halifax
o	Back to Nature Network
http://www.back2nature.ca
o	Canadian Heritage
http://www.pch.gc.ca/
o	Canadian Museum of Nature
http://www.nature.ca
o	
Champlain Cardiovascular Disease Prevention Network
http://www.ccpnetwork.ca
o	Child & Nature Alliance of Canada - Healthy by Nature
http://www.childnature.ca
o	Ducks Unlimited Canada
http://www.ducks.ca
o	Environment Canada
http://www.ec.gc.ca/education
o	Evergreen
http://www.evergreen.ca
o	International Mountain Bicycling Association
http://www.imba.com
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Links

o	Interpretation Canada
http://www.interpcan.ca
o	Kids on the Move
http://www.kidsonthemove.ca
o	Leave No Trace Canada
http://www.leavenotrace.ca
o	Living Streets
http://www.livingstreets.org.uk
o	Ontario Healthy Communities Coalition
http://www.ohcc-ccso.ca
o	Ontario Trails Council
http://www.ontariotrails.on.ca
o	Participaction
http://www.participaction.com
o	Playing Out
http://playingout.net
o	Rediscovery
http://www.thomhenley.com/Rediscovery/Rediscovery.htm
o	Rethinking Childhood
http://www.rethinkingchildhood.com
o	Sharing Nature Worldwide
http://www.sharingnature.com
o	Sustainable Happiness
http://www.sustainablehappiness.ca
o	Verdant Nation
http://verdantnation.blogspot.com
o	Woodland Trust
http://www.naturedetectives.org.uk
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